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NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY AFTERNOON, JANUARY 20, 1903

commission, but refrained from any
rlment to the territory at large; this is
further comment on the Investigation
particularly true In reference to the
In progress. He ridiculed the suggeslocation of territorial Institutions, and
tion that trades unions should be Inappropriations made for their maintencorporated. Secretary Treas'urer Wilance and support.
The condition of the bill for our ad- Short Session cf Both Council son's report showed $2,645,324 was
contributed for anthracite- strikers and
mission as a state now pending before
there is now over a million !n the
the senate of the United States Is far
and House.
treasury.
from what we hoped, and from what It
ought to be, and I would suggest that
Pleaded Guilty.
one of your first acts should be a Joint
AND
PlttslK-ld- ,
QUAY
Mass.,
BATTLE
Jnn. 20. Euclid
memorial to the United States senate BEVER1DGE
Madden and Jnmes T. Kelly, Indicted
praying for the passage of the bill now
for manslaughter In connection with
before It.
Since the last legislative assembly The Old Man From Pennsylvania the accident here last August. In which
William Craig, President Roosevelt'
adjourned. President McKinley met
body guard, was killed, today retracted
Nettles the Indiana Youngster.
his tragic death under circumstances
their previous plea of not guilty' and
which shocked the whole civilized
pleaded at guilty. Madden was senworld, and the enormity of the crime
appalled the people of the United A SCENE IN THE LADIES' 6ALLERY tenced to serve six months In the
house of correction and to' pay a fine
States, and the swift punishment
of $500. Kelly's case was placed on
which followed the assassin was no
file.
panacea for the crime. Besides being Special to The Citizen.
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 20. The coungreat
wlRe president, Mr. Mca
and
Special to The Citizen.
Venceslao Jaramillo were appointed
Stormy Scene in Reichstag. Denver, Jan. 20. The senate re- noon for United States senator. In the
Kinley was first of all a kindly, help- cil met at 10 o'clock and transacted
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 20. When the on motion of Senator Charles A. ful, patriotic, American citizen, and minor business, after which adjournBerlin, Jnn. 20. There was a stormy mained In continuous session all night senate James P. Clark received IS
scene In the relchstag today, following divided Into two organizations. Lieu- votes, James K. Jones' 14. in the house
members of the council appeared to be Spiess to notify the governor that the while hlB death could be avenged, his ment was taken.
council was ready to hear the mesthe attempt of Herr Vollman, socialist, tenant Governor Haggott presiding Clark received 58, Jonea 34, P. L. Rcm-me- ll,
sworn in, yesterday at noon, by Hon. sage.
repaired,
never
be
while
his
can
loss
In the House.
A committee was appointed to
republican, 2.
to raise a debate on charges brought over the republicans and Senator Admemory
will
live
of
the
in
hearts
the
James W. Raynolds, the territorial notify the house, consisting of SenaThe house met at 10 o'clock. San- against the late Herr Krupp, and Em- ams over the democrats. The split
along
people
with that of Lincoln. The chez, of Taos, Introduced a bill to rePenrose
secretary, they found the gallery of tors Spiess, Plnard and Hughes. Upon
peror
telegrams
William's
and was caused by the republicans voting
things for the good of his country
Harrlsburg. Pa., Jan. 20. Sanract
the council chamber, as well as the motion adjournment was taken until which he would have done had he lived peal the territorial coal oil law, and speeches on the subject. The presi- to expel seven democratic senators.
p. m., the hear the governor's
then adjourned until tomorrow at 10 dent declined to permit discussion and The republicans' given their places W. Pennypacker at noon waa Inaugurfloor, crowded with spectators from all 2:30
can only be Imagined. Such crimes are o'clock.
message.
the socialists violently protested.
were excluded from the senate cham- ated governor of Pennsylvania. Boise
.
more than murder; they are not disections of the territory, Including a
ber by officers in hire of the demo- Penrose was elected by the general
rected analnst the Individual, but
assembly to succeed himself to the
THE HOUSE.
numler of ladies. Above the presiOffer.
Venezuelan
BEVERIDGE
AND
QUAY.
crats.
against the office, and I would recom20. The statement
London,
Jan.
dent's chair was draped a large United
Territorial Secretary Raynolds after mend that
Republicans appealed to Governor United States senate.
you pass a special act covStates flag, and on his desk was a bou- his duties at the council, proceeded to ering even an attempt of similar of- They Quizzed Each Other In Good that Mr. Bowen has been authorized Peabody to call out the militia to disPiatt
by President Castro to offer Venez- perse the democratic guard. This has
Fashion Today.
quet of carnations. After the roll call, the house and swore In tne members fenses. In this territory.
Albany, N. Y.. Jan. 20. The legisla
to
body.
elected
published
Names
guarantee
that
customs
a
uelan
as
refor
the
yet,
not
so
permanent
Washington,
been
20.
done
and
he
far
Jan.
In the senate
the council proceeded to
During the past two years prosperity
ture in separate session today selected
fulfillment of his country's obligations, fused to call out the state militia for Senator Thomas F. Piatt to succeed
organization.
Senator Charles A. in The Citizen yesterday afternoon.
in all branches of Indus today. Bailey, of Texas, continued his Is
has
continued
Major
W.
H.
Llewellyn,
H.
of Dona try In
confirmed. It Is t..ought the offer the urpose of dispersing democratic himself to
Spiess, with a brief but eloquent trlbthe United States senator.
the territory, new lines of rail policy of objecting to taking up bills may afford an opportunity
for the with- ocers. The corridors of the capltol
ute. placed Col. J. Francisco Chaves Ana county, in a timely address. In road have been built, others are under by unanimous consent.
which
he
to
Captain
referred
late
drawal
the
of
blockade.
the
prevails.
thronged
The
the
but order
senate considered the legislaAnother Matt.
in nomination for the presidency of
construction, and still others projects
. Hartford, Conn., Jan. 20.
The democrats, having expelled
Tb genHe was unanimously Maximlliano Luna, then placed Hon. ed, which will prove of the greatest tive, executive and judiciary proposithe council.
Boston Wool Market.
Dick, of Huerfano, and McDon- eral assembly today
Orville
chosen and was escorted to the chair Nestor Montoya, of Bernalillo county, benefit to the territory, not only In tion bill.
Boston, Jan. 20. There was quieter ald, of Lake, claim a majority of two H. Piatt as United State senator, his
for speaker of the
by Messrs. Charles A. Spiess and Ven- In nomination
The legislative bill passed.
affording
competing
lines
for
the
house..
v ''.
The statehood bill was then taken tone In the wool market this week, on joint ballot. They pronounced the fifth term,
ceslao Jaramillo.
The nomination was seconded In transportation of freight, but also In up. Bevertdge had begun to speak, with prices having an upward tenden- proceedings of the republicans as farColonel Chaves made a touching
bringing our people nearer together,
cy. Territory wools have been rather cical.
Will Not Resign.
, -and earnest address of thanks for the spirited addresses by other members. resulting in better acquaintance and when Quay demanded a vote.
Augusta, Ga., Jan. 20. Lieutenant
any other senator talks on quiet, but the demand well distributed.
"Before
honor conferred upon him. He con Mr. Montoya was elected by a unanim- understanding
Locked.
Doors
between the people of
Fine staple Is Quoted at 5557c; fine,
eluded with the advice that the legis ous rising vote followed by applause.
bill?" asked Beverldge.
The democratic majority of the sen- Governor Tillman will . resign today t
now so widely separated. this
territory
the
The
appointed
chair
LlewelMessrs.
fleece, ate adjourned
lation to be passed by the assembly
"Yes, I do not care whether another 62(&53c; medium, 4647c;
yesterday's session, when the legislature convenes. '
Financial.
person speaks on the bill or not, I am wools are scarce.
The report
should be sound and wholesome in lyn, Lucero and Turner a committee
. Columbia, S. C, Jan. 20.
and opened touay's at 10 o'clock.
view of toe fact that this may be the to escort Mr. Montoya to the chair,
As at the last legislature, we now prepared for a vote now," replied Mr.
The house convened at 10 o'clock. that Lieutenant.. Goverpor TlllmW
'
SENATOR ANDREWS.
X etrong guard excluded all but mem-herlast legislative assembly under a terri who responded in a neat speech pt have a surplus In nearly every fund Quay.
whose term of office expires tomorrow
thanks. His allusion to Senator Quay's which can be used for reducing our In
torial form of government.
Beverldge opposed tb. suggestion.
officers, one reporter of each pa- would send In his resignation. Is deap
work
loudly
was
for
statehood
Rev. W. R. Dye, of the Church of
terest bearing debt. There have been "The bill Is btUig wlUcily obstructed Ho and W. S. HopewsH Will Reach per. The doors are locked and nobody nied,
.
,
.,
.
,
the Holy Faith, delivered the invoca plauded,
no bonds or othef evidences of" debt by discussion,", said. Quay, "and no
Thia City Tonight 'V
C- iiui
to
will
leave
allotfPd
chamber
the
be
Hon. Alexander Bowie moved that Issued during
tion.
Mayor Myers received the following during the session.
the past two years, and one knows that bf tter thRn the cna-to- r
'
CROOKED BANKERS.
The following nominations for the the speaker appoint a committee on the comparison between the financial
telegram from W. S. Hopewell this
from Indiana."
A ballot for senator Is to be taken iri
statehood,
commending
especially
the condition of the territory now with
United States employes of the council
afternoon,
Imwhich
It
an
with
carries
Beverldge
responded by saying the
each house at noon.
T
Withdrew Plot of Not Cullty and -were made, accepted and sworn In by work of Delegate B. S. Rodey.
portant announcement:
Republicans Did Not Respond.
nev. AQrien Kauyroie delivered a that at the last meeting of your' body thing to do was to find put who really
Plead Guilty.
the territorial secretary:
is most gratifying.
Santa Fe, Jan. 20.
was uiiBirueucg.
No republicans responded to the roll
'
New York, Jan. . 20. William
For Chief Clerk W. E. Martin, of beautiful prayer.
Mayor
Myers,
C.
F.
By
Albuquerque,
N.
to
report
reference
the
&
discover
by
"Well
of
the
vote," re
that
call of the senate. Nine republicans Kimball, former president of
Mr. Bowie agreed to a postponeSevSanta Fe.
M.
the
I
we-.In their seats.
'
ment of action on his motion until the territorial treasurer, find that at the torted Quay.
The seven to enth National bank, and Gamaliel
For Chaplain Rev. J. L. Gay.
Senator Andrews and myself will be w;
close of business on November 30,
Beverldge paid it was the same o!
republican minority award Ross, paying teller, were placed W. ,
the
is fully organized.
"
tor Sergeant at Arms Thomas house
In Albuquerque on train tonight. Wagon
ed seats have been unable as yet to trial yesterday
The following names of house em 1902, there was a cash balance In the uiKumeni: "we nave rotes and are on
Branigan, of Dona Ana.
on charges of violating;
from Durango to be there Wednes- gain admittance. When
treasury of $248,449.63. Included In
to go ahead."
ployes
for
was
preroll
the
United
were
the
Staes
g
tor Messenger Benito Lujan, of sented
this balance are sinking funds availaQuay interrupted with the proposl day. Surveyors to be ready to go to being called Lieutenant Governor Hag the national banking law by
and unanimously selected:
Santa Fe.
checks of Marquand & Co. To-da- y
W, S, HOPEWELL.
work.
ble
for
tion
redemption
that
the
unanimous
of
outstanding
consent
given
be
gott
left the chamber.
Chief Clerk Charles Safford.
For Watchman -- Florencio Cortiz, of
they withdrew the plea of not
This will be good news to the people
for a vote on the bill on Saturday,
Engrossing and Enrolling Clerk O. lionds to the amount of $114,082.53.
uovernor Haggott re guilty and pleaded guilty.
iuienani
Taos.
They were)
Interested
public
in
t'.ie
tne
welfare
of
Z4th
The
bonded
Instant.
debt at this time is
P. Hovey.
turned and took the chair and said no paroled In custody of
Enrolling and Engrossing Clerk
Albuquerque, to know that consideratheir counsel for
Beverldge
years
ago
two
while
showed
some
was
it
Irritation
,
Sergeant
could
be
business
at
Arms
while
Seferino
transacted
the
Meleclo Lueero, of Bernalillo.
$1,205,100.00, showing a reduction in at the interruption, saying It was hard- ble progress, In the work on the new democrats kept armed men on guard sentence on Tuesday next.
of Bernalillo county.
Hon. Thomas Hughes moved the aproad
has
been
ly
made.
pertinent
our
to
a
point
bonded
$82,900.00
debt
he
was
of
during
discuss
as said officers of the senate would not
Messenger Ramon Armijo.
pointment of a committee on rules and
SUPREME COURT.
ing.
the past two years.
obey his orders.
Watchman Alejandro Mares.
Law Unconstitutional.
Tax
in the meantime the rules of the
"The
from
No
senator
InPennsylvania,
new
indebtedness
has
been
Chaplain
yesterday's
Rabyrole.
of
The(m!nutes
Adrian
session Two Cases from Bernalillo County ArThirty-fourtAlbany, N. Y., Jan. 20. The appellegislative council were
They appeared before Territorial curred during that time and I am grat- said Beverldge, "has secured pledges late division of the supreme court as read were not a fair record. The
adopted as governing the proceedings
gued and Submitted.
and
say
ified
corps
surrounded
himself
to
a
with
the
that
financial status
Secretary Raynolds and took the oath
handed down today a decision declar- forenoon Was spent in wrangling over
of this council
supreme
The
court met yesterday
so
Impervious
to
assaults is the rea
and credit of the territory are now on
various motions and points or order. morning
The territorial employes of the coun of office.
at chambers in the capltol.
son that he proposes tq rush the bill ing the special franchise tax law un
a basis well to be proud of.
The
house
employes
Voting
the
territory
for
for
Senator.
constitutional.
cil are as follows:
Chief
Under the six mill tax levy for gen through.
The vote for United 8tates senator ciate Justice Mills presided and AssoDoorkeeper J. G. Albright, of Ber will be named later.
Justice John R. McFie, Associate
"The
statement
of
the
purposes,
senator
from
eral
Upon motion of Mr. Llewellyn, a
territorial
was taken In the senate soon after
sufficient
Dead Journalist.
nalillo county.
Justice F. W. Parker and Associate
moneys have been realized to pay in Indiana," said Quay, "Is false," which
committee
noon.
M.
Nashua,
N.
of
Y.,
appointed
Henry
was
to
Jan.
Teller
three
twen
received
Assistant Engrossing and Enrolling
notify the governor that the house was full all claims presented for payment he later corrected to "untrue."
Cogln, one of the principal owners of
votes, the entire number cast. Justice B. S. Baker were present. Clerk
Clerk William Beal.
J. D. Sena and Solicitor General E. L.
Beverldge
characterized
Quay's
use
within
the
organized
fixed
appropriations;
Augusta
Llewfor
the
(Ga.)
the
business. Messrs.
Chronicle, Is dead aicuuire, democrat, of Arapahoe, was
Journal Clerk N. E. Stevens
of
the
words
"willful
as
obstruction"
only
past
years
for
two
the
be
here, aged 82.
excused from voting on his request. Bartlett were present.
Assistant Sergeant at Arms Peter ellyn, Cristoval Sanchez and Lucero ing deficit
audacious, because, he Bald, Quay had
The following 'cases were argued
appointed.
were
for
transportation
that
the
pris
Only two republicans, De Long and
of
Lynn.
and submitted:
A vote of thanks was extended to oners to the penitentiary, for which announced that unless he got what he
Pryor,
present,
were
CROOKED
they
and
refus
COUNCILMAN.
Doorkeeper Juan N. Sandoval
No. 989. First National Bank, appel
Territorial Secretary J. W, Raynolds the appropriation was insufficient to demanded needed legislation would
ed to answer their names and were
Assistant Doorkeeper Bernardino and
be sidetracked.
lant, vs. Sussman Lewlnson, appellee.
A St. Louis Alderman Sentenced to the excused.
meet the requirements.
Messrs.
Pedro
Haggott
Sanchez
and
Baca
republi
and
other
Gonzales.
Beverldge then proceeded to discuss
dere appointed to escort him to his I As provided by law the territorial
Penitentiary.
cans left the chamber before noon, appeal from the district court of BerReading Clerk Frank P. Chavez.
on hand are deposited In terri the bill, favoring the Joint statehood
office.
funds
Long and Pryor were turned back nalillo county.
De
St.
20.
Louis. Jan.
Charles F. Kelly,
Translator M. T. Otero.
No. 990. Neill B. Field, receiver, ap
Messrs.
Bowie,
Llewellyn
David torial depositaries, of which there are bill admitting Oklahoma and Indian member and former speaker of the when they attempted to follow. Adams
and
.Assistant Translator H. L. Ortiz,
pellee,
vs. D. L. Sammis, defendant.
Territory.
Martinez
"
were
appointed
nine
to draft a
at this time, and wLich are enti
house of delegates, was today convict presided.
Stenographers
and Typewriters
and A. B. McMillen, Intervenor, ap-memorial
senate
to
the
tled
applications
United
under
Vote
house
in
the
for
States
senator:
Hen
their
and
bonds
of
perjury
ed
in
connection
with the
Miss Lou Hughes and Miss Bertha urging
pellant, appeal from the district court
"YOU LIE."
the passage of the omnibus filed, to have a deposit of $203,000.00.
suburban street railway franchise deal ry M. Teller, democrat. 25; E. O. Wol-cott- of Bernalillo county.
Hase, of Albuquerque.
statehood bill.
republican,
now have on deposit
18;
These
F.
banks
Goudy,
re
C.
and given two years In the penitenCommittee Clerks J. N. Mestas.
Court adjourned until 10 o'clock this '
The house then adjourned until 2:30 the full amount of their applications Yehed a Woman at Senator Cochran tiary. He still has to stand trial on publican. 13; Irving Howbert, republi
Mangulllno Armijo, Isais Roybal, Vin- morning.
p.
m.,
Today.
o'clock
when, on reassembling.
two charges of bribery in connection can, 6; N. W. Dixon, republican, 3.
centa Montoya, Mrs. H. L. Dunning, the house and council went into joint on which the territory gets Interest at
Republican senators met In the lieu
rate of 3 per cent per annum.
vuBnmgion, jan. zu. A stir was with the same deal.
Death of a Young Man.
nutarco uaca, Martin Kelly, Pablo session, with Colonel Chaves, presi theThere
tenant governor's room and voted for
has always been a deficit for caused Just before Cochran, of Mis
W. H. Laub, a young man who came
Trujillo, Francisco Garcia, Eugenlo dent of the council, presiding, for
the
sourl,
Piano Company Fire.
senator.
The result: Woleott, 9; here from Cleveland, Ohio, last spring,
transportation of convicts to the peni
concluded his speech today by
Moya. Ramon Gabaldon, Prlmitios
purpose of hearing the biennial mes tentiary, and for serving requisitions an unexpected Interruption from the
Philadelphia. Jan. 20. Fire destroy Goudy, 4; Howbert, 2; John W. Sprin died at his rooms, 410
Fourth avenue
Isidro
Montoya,
Translto sage of Governor Otero.
of the governor upon other states for ladles' galleries. Cochran was speak ed the plant of the Scheffer Piano ger, 1; Jessie Northcott, 1; Dixon, 2. this morning at 6 o'clock of consumpRomero.
Manufacturing
ing
company
truckling
policy
of
the
Unitwho
at Hivervlew.
criminals
of the
have taken refuge
tion.
Day Watchman
GOVERNOR'S MESSAGE.
Juan D. Romero.
POLITICS ELSEWHERE.
and I earnestly recommend that ed States toward Great Britain. "When Losb, $200,000.
His condition was greatly Improved
Night Watchman Avicito Moya.
Gentlemen of the Council and House there,
you not only provide for the deficit in the truckling ceased." hp derla.mil
until
about ten days ago, when he sufAssistant Reading Clerk Charles
of Representatives
of the Thirty-fiftChicago
Live 8tock.
Fairbanks
"the people of Canada, now intensely
fered from an abscess which prostrat
Jlubbell.
Legislative Assembly of the these two items, but make a sufficient loyal to England,
Chicago. Jan. 20. Cattle Receipts,
20.
Indianapolis,
Jan.
house
The
would
change
appropriation to cover them in the futheir 4,0i(t head, Including
ed him and caused severe
hemor
Porters Teodora Rodriguez, JoaTerritory of New Mexico:
200
Texans; and senate today, lu separate session, rhages,
attitude."
from which he never rallied.
quin Martinez, Manuel Otero y Sala-ear- .
You are assembled for the period of ture, as It Is not just that officers permarket
steady;
good
to
prime
Senator Charles W.
"Yon lie," cried a stylishly dressed
The mother and three sisters of the
sixty days for the purpose of leglslat- - forming these services required by law woman, in ringing
$4.7aQ6.on;
to me
vlMr
tones. All eyes steers,
deceased have been with the younic
Pages Antonio Jose Luna, Alfonso ng for the benefit of the people of the should be compelled to wait for their
$3.00
dium,
4.75;
feedstockers
and
were
to
gallery,
turned
the
ladles'
man since his illness. His relatives
Martinez. Remijio Mondragon, John whole territory, to amend or repeal money until an appropriation is made where the young woman
cows. I1.40H4
Stone Elected.
leaned for- ers, $2.25(84.45:
In Cleveland have been wired and arJUcFie, Erjest Slaughter.
$:(fH-75such laws as experience has shown are to pay them.
heifers,
canners,
20.
City,
Mo.,
$1.4015
Jefferson
Jan.
Former
2.50;
Section 11 of chapter !n of the laws ward defiantly as if she Intended to bulls,
rangements will be made for the fu
Messenge- - at Large Nick Cordova. not for their best interests, and to en
$2&4.50.
Governor William Joel Stone, the cansay something further; but
com
as soon as word is received from
neral
Colored Mtssengers at Large J. H. act new laws wherever public neces- of 1901, should be amended at page panion pulled her bark and sheher
Sheep Receipts, 25,000 head; mar didate oC the democratic caucus, today
left the
182, where it provides for the issuing
them.
Martin, George Parsons.
sity may seem to require them.
slow;
lambs
good
slow;
ket
.
a
to
majority
received
of
both
gallery.
houses
for
choice
Assistant Doorkeeper Apolonlo GuAll acts should be carefully consid and sale of new lionds to take up old
wethers, $4.25(&4.50; fair to choice successor to George Graham Vest for
Wool Market.
tierrez.
ered with a view to their effect upon lionds which have become due at the
$3.25&4.25;
mixed,
western sheep. United States senator.
St.
Richard C.
MINERS'
CONVENTION.
Jan. 20. Wool Steady;
Porter N. T. ChueK.
the whole territory and not with re option of the territory, the holders of
$4.258C15; native lambs, $1.25(5 6.
Kerens was given the solid vote of the territory and western medium, 17&
which
to
them
refuse
surrender
and
Assistant Doorktper
Damasclo gard to certain localities only. You
republicans.
President Mitchell's Report Over a
19c; fine, 1318c: coarse. 13 18c.
New York Money.
Tafoya.
are elected not only to represent your take new bonds In place thereof bearMillion Dollars in Treasury.
presing
a
of
less
Interest.
rate
At
New York,
20. Money on call
Senator A. B. Fall spike agalust the egisiative districts, but also the terri
Kansas City Live Stock.
Hopkins Chosen.
.Indianapolis, Jan. 20. The first at 4 per cent. Jan.
election of the extra Utislative em- tory as a whole, and its Interests ent this Is authorized to be done at the thing
Prime mercanile paper
City, Jan. 20. Cattle Re
Kansas
Bprlngfleld,
111., Jan. 20.
Congress
program
on
today's
of the min at SJiaVi per cent. Silver, 47V4.
ployes. They were elected y a vote of should be paramount to mere local time the outstanding bonds become
ceipts,
man
head, including 1,500
ll.ooo
Hopkins
Albert
was
J.
today
due, but if the money is not on hand ers' national wage comention was the10 to 2. Messrs. Fall and Hkins vot- considerations.
elected United States senator by both Texans; market steady, weak: native
What benefits the ter- reading
reMitchell's
John
of
annual
The
Christian
gives
World
Endeavor
me exat i unie wie option ui me lering against the motion. Hua.
houses, against Congressman James P. steers, $2 50(g 5.U5; Texas and Indian
. A. iltory at large, must necessarily
ben- accrues, the territory cannot port. The convention met at 9 o'clock out that Rev. C. E. B. Ward, secretary Williams.
I rltory
,.
yHawking explained his vote li. opposisteers, $2.75 3.75; Texas cows, $2b3;
Mrh cnnv
,
me
9o0
"
with
delegates
in
their
seats.
.
"ne
for the Colorado State Christian En
tion to electing the extra employes.
converse of this proposition is not call them In afterwards, but they mustnative cows and heifers, $1.603.9O;
Mr. Mitchell said lie had "full confi deavor union, will work with the New
they are absoA committee consisting of Setators true; and what may prove
Jonea Defeated.
stockers and feeders, $2&'4; bulls, $2&
a benefit to continue to run until
impartiality
dence"
judg
in
the
Mexico
and
Endeavorers
for
the next two
Little Rock, Ark., Jan. 20. Both 3.40; calves, $2.607.10;
James S. Duncan, W. A. Hawkins and certain localities may be an actual det- western
(Continued on page 3.)
ment of the menilters of the coal strike months.
branches of the legislature tallotted at steers, $2.7505; western cows,
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From the Republican.
Martin Amador returned from a two
Prescription Druggists
weeks visit to Juarez, Mexico.
WITH AMPLE MEANS
John Hughes, business manager of
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES
the New Mexico Collegian, was a visiter in El Paso Tuesday.
THE BANK OF COMMERCE
OF ALBUQUERQUE, N, M.
Charles Colbath has purchased the
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
livery stables from H. S. Newberry
and will rontinue the business at the
EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION)
Careful Attention Given to Prescription Work
old stand.
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
Hotel
Alvarado
Opposite
The Alvarado Pharmacy,
Nicholas dalles and Sol. Manasse
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.
went tip the river and returned with
ARE
three geese and eleven quail.
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
D. Y. Tyng and wife who have been
YOU A
ns the future metropolis of the terriM..S. OTERO, President.
at
past
two
the
months
spending
the
(Jifijrt)
JMbuqurrque Daily
COMING
tory. Pueblo ought to at once nego-tlat- e
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON,
property he Is
Atst Cashier
reciprocity treaties with Albu- Modoc mine, in whichSunday evening
MOTHER 7
WM. MelNTOSH
80LOMON LUNA
GEO. ARNOT.
querque and establish lines of fast Interested, left last
HUGHES A McCREIQlIT, Publisher
C.
J.
BALDRIDGE
YOU
ARE
M.
A.
BLACKWELL
W. A. MAXWELL
freight and fast friendship. We can for Chicago.
CXPCCTANT?
Editor exchange a lot of business if we manHujrtoe
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA & 8ANTA FE RAILWAY
Free Cure for Sick Headache.
T. McC'relht....MT. and City Kdltor age It right. We can buy Albuquer13 know how "hot under the collar" and
Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
manuque's lumber and Bell our Iron
PiMlshed Dally and Weekly.
Tablets ftfe a certain cure for sick makes childbirth easy by preparing- the over the bosom It makes you wheu.
factures. An Immense business with headache. If taken as Roon as the system for parturition and thus shortening Just ready to dress for an evening's enall the north half of New Mexico could first Indication of the disease appears labor. The painful ordeal is robbed of its joyment, you find your best shirt unfit
they will prevent the attack. Get a terrors, anil the danger lessened to both
be worked up with very little effort.
of such a
free sample at all drug stores and give mother and child; the time of confinement to wear. Why run the risk your
work
mishap when we always do
a
trial.
them
shortened,
Is
rested,
and
child
the
mother
Heads Shoud Never Ache.
afternoon dispatches
Associated Pre
right every way?
all
developed,
fully
and
strong
healthy.
Never er.dure this trouble. Use at
Largest City and County Circulation
DEMING.
Morning sickness, or nausea arising
The Largest New Mexico Circulation once the remedy that stopped it for
from pregnancy, is prevented by its use.
Va..
Winnie,
As pregnancy advances, the breasts enLargest Northern Arliona Circulation Mrs. N. A. Webster, of
From the Headlight.
she writes: "Dr. King's New Life Pills
Mrs. Nora Bush, sister of the editor large, become swollen and bard. Long
wholly cured me of sick headaches I of the Headlight, returned to her home before the child is born, they are preparCopies of this paper may b found on
(ESTABLISHED 1886.)
had suffered from two years." Cure in this city after an absence of sever- ing for the secretion of milk. It is importfits at Washington la the office of our
receive early attention.
they
ant
that
Metal correnpondent, K. O. (Jigger, 18 headache,
Back
of
Postoffice.
biliousness,
constipation,
al months visiting her children in Mil- Mother's Friend softens the skin and
JT atraet N. W., Washington JD. C
25c at all druggists.
waukee, Wis. Mrs. Bush Is pleased facilitates the secretion of Life Fluid.
o
Terms of Subscription.
to return to the land of sunshine and Undeveloped breasts,
shortly
C. F. Weldemeyer, of Gallup, Is In her many
after delivery, are the result of
16.00
Detly, hr mall, one year
frlerds In Deming.
1.00
city.
end
by
the
mall,
culminate
in
likely
to
Daily,
els months
James H. Tracy and W. H. Gleason
1.60
Daily, by mail, three months
Kempenich, the Peralta mer- are now at Hot Springs. Ark. Mr. Mammary Abscess, from which so many
Paul
GO
ooe
by
mall,
month
Ialy,
suffer excruciating pain and arc left wita
, .7a chant, is in the city for a couple of
Dally, by carrier, one month
Tracy la again suffering with rheuma- these organs permanently impaired.
1.00
tVrokly, by mall, per year
days.
Softness, pliability end expansion are given to
tism and hopes to receive benfits from
The Dally Cltlsen will be delivered In
mmcles and finews, thus brineing comfort
taw . oiiy at the low rate of M cents per
the baths, wLile Mr. Gleason may the
find causing nit easy issue of Hie child. Trv it.
or for 7 cents per moattt. when
croup.
Of
an
surgical
druggists
operation
a
for
undergo
$i.oa. "Our hook "Motherhood" free.
yaM monthly. These ratee are less than
The peculiar cough which indicates ailment with which he Is afflicted.
aJaoae If any other dally paper In the ter
THE BHACFCIO PECULATOR CO., ATLANTA, GA.
to
croup Is usually well known
the
LIVERY, FEED AND SALE.
C. A. Ament Is now In Colorado,
mothers of croupy children. No time
a
having
contract
with
secured
or
the
it,
the
E. H. Purcell, representing
chould be lost in the treatment
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.
and for this purpose no medicine has Aim of Ormm ic Crook of four years Schubert Symphony club quartet,, Is
Old 'Phone A22.
approval
very
fortunate an Albuquerque visitor, making arreceived more universal
duration. Mr. Ament is
than Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. in this, as Orman & Crook are known rangements for the appearance of his
ABSTRACTS OF TITLZ TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESDo not waste valuable time In experi to be men of large means and influSaddle Horses a Specialty. We
company here in March.
AND MINING PROPERTY FURNISHED PROMPTLY. WILL
TATE
menting with untried remedies, no
board horse andhave first class rigs
to get on the "inside" with
matter how highly recommended, but ence and
Prop.
CAREY,
L.
E.
hire.
for
YOUR PROPERTY IN BE8T COMPANIES AT LOWEST
INSURE
Long
or
Life.
The Secret
give this medlclac as directed and all these gpntlemen is worth while.
Consists in keeping all the main orE. E. Hurdick of this city has leashRATES. HOUSE8 RENTED. RENTS COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
symptoms of cruiip will quickly
ed his cattle and ranches on the Gila gans of the body in healthy, regular
For sale by all druggists.
B. A. SLEYSTER.
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS
o
to some parties In that vicinity for a action, and In quickly destroying deadAND NON RESIDENTS.
Commander U. Ruppe, of Albuquer term of three years. Mr. Burdick, not ly disease germs. Electric Bitters reACCIDENT INSURANCE,
1, Knights of the Mac- being
FIRE INSURANCE,
constituted to lay quiet and en- gulate stomach, liver and kidneys,
Maw Mexico demands Statehood from que lodge No.
REAL ESTATE,
cabees, received, this morning, a joy the rest he is fully entitled to, is purify the blood, and give a splendid
Congress.
the
NOTARY PUBLIC.
check for $2,000, payable to Mrs. Mary thinking of building a number of tene- appetite. They work wonders In curMANAGER OP
CROMWKLL BLOCK,
J. Allen, widow of Wni. H. Allen. ment cottages. This will be a good ing kidney troubles, femalo complaints ROOMS
Kvery citizen should take an
Automatic Telephone
only received by paying investment and one that is nervous diseases, constipation, dyfcpep- was
death
Proof
.of
no
city
clean,
and
In keeping the
the supreme tent about three weeks greatly needed In Deming.
sla and malaria. Vigorous health and
one should throw Blth and refuse Into ago,
which shows the promptness of
strength always follow their use. Only
alleys.
streets
and
the
IT you desire a gooo complexion use 50c, guaranteed by all druggists.
the order In paying death benefits.
Next Door to First National Bank.
Moki Tea, a purt ners drink. It acts
There are primitive men In Borneo
A Scientific Desccvery.
Notice.
Legal
New Telephone 222.
skin
smooth
on the liver and makes the
who are at a lower stage of develop
Kodol does for the stomach, that and clear. Cures sick headache. 25c
will and testament of Mary
Last
ment than those of the stone age. Ex which it is unable to do for itself, even nd 50c. Money refunded if It does not Bowman, deceased. To George C. Bowatlsfy you. Write to W. H. Hooker &
peditions are now trying to capture a when but slightly disordered or overBuffalo, N. Y., for free samples. J man, devisee, and George C. Bowman,
Sew specimens.
load. Kodol supplies the natural juices 3o.,
1.
& Co., and B. H. Briggs . executor, and to all whom it may con
of digestion ani does the work of the Co. O'Rielly
cern:
70,000
received
relaxing
tension,
nervous
week
stomach,
Ixmdon last
the
You are hereby notified that the al
lushels of apples from America. The while the Inflamed muscles of that Miss Estelle Harris was surprised
means of bo much solid happiness and oragn are allowed to rest and heal. at her home on Second avenue Satur- leged last will and testament of Mary
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
good health ought to obviate the blue Kodol digests what you eat and en- day night by a number of her school Bowman, late of the County of Bernafeeling of the London financiers.
ables the stomach and digestive or- friends. Tl evening was pleasantly lillo and Territory of New Mexico, deCastings;
Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys,
Iron and Brass
gans to transform all food Into rich, spent with games and music.
ceased, has been produced and read In
Metal;
Columns and Iron Fronts for Buildings;
Bars,
Babbitt
Grade
Captain Mobson should not be dis red blood. J. H. O'Rielly & Co. and B.
Repairs on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty.
Court of the County of
Ail druggists guarantee every bottle the Probate ry
couraged because the government will II. Briggs & Co.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
FOUNDRY SIDE RAILROAD TRACK
of New Mexico,
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and Bernalillo, Tei-itoEAKIN
not let him retire from active service
MELINI
on
money
anyone
the
thereof,
held
tern
will
to
regular
a
who
at
refund
the
LAS
CRUCES.
avnd enter politics.
Perhaps he would
Is not satisfied after using
Cth day of Janiary, A. D. 1903. and the WHOLESALE LIQUORS 4. CIGARS
only scuttle his own political ship.
of its contents. This Is the beBt remFrom the Progress.
day of the pro'ing of said alleged last
Mrs. James Ascarate is now con- edy in the world for la grippe, coughs,
We handle everything in our line
The government of Great Britain is sidered out of danger, although still colds, croup and whooping cough and will and testanent was by order of the
Distillers Agents
Is pleasant and safe to take. It pre- judge of said court thereupon fixed for
about to establish a government brew-- very weak.
any
Taylor & Williams
tendency
a
vents
to
cold
result
of
Special
cry to furnish beer at a inlmum cost
distriuuiors
D.
Monday, the 2d day of March, A.
Jaun Armijo of Albuquerque attendLouisville, Kentucky.
to the troops along her "far flung ed the funeral of his cousin, Charles In pneumonia. Allo druggists.
1903, term of said court, at 10 o'clock
tattle line."
Armijo, in this city Tuesday.
S. Vann, sr., of S. Vann & Son, in the forenoon of said day.
Albuquerque, N. M.
111 S. First St.,
William Skidmore left for El Paso jewelers and Santa Fe watch inspecGiven under my hand and the seal of
says:
New
Chieftain
The Pueblo
whither he went to get his family .and tors, has returned from a successful said court, this 6th day of January,
Mexico has ben trying to secure Btate household goods, expecting to make
business trip to the southern part of A. D. 1903.
kood ever since 1850, which was Las Cruces his future home.
Mr. Vann was at El
JAMES A. SUMMERS,
twenty-siyears before Colorado was , Prof. J. C. Carrera, of Mesilla Park, the territory.Saturday.
Paso on
He says the
will
average
Probate Clerk.
man
western
Irani. The
attended the annual meeting of the weather was exceedingly severe.
CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.
4e glad when all the territories have International Miners' Association at El
CARDS
PROFESIONAL
keen wiped out and the full number of Paso Wednesday. Professor Carrera
Unconscious From Croup.
:
stars given to the flag.
and Mrs. E. P. Pearson of Hillsboro.
During a sudden and terrible attack
MINING ENGINEER
were made the New Mexico members of croup our little girl was unconscious
Mill
It la now stated at Pittsburg that the of the executive committee for the from strangulation, says A. L. Spafford
V. V. Clark,
Pittsburg Commercial company was coming year.
postmaster, Chester, Mich., and a dose Mining and metallurgical engineer, 108 FLOUR AND BRAN IN CARLOAD
"
"
.
Gold avenue, Albuquerque, N. At.
f
- i'i ii '
Miss Addle Meyers, who has been of One Minute cough Cure was admin- West
inns '
the pioneer In introducing profit sharLOT8 A SPECIALTY.
Specialties: Reports, surveys and maps;
ing plans along the lines now followed making her home with Mr. and Mrs. istered and repeated often. It reduced plans and reduction works; mines and Albuquerque,
New Mexico
investments; second band mining
iij the United States Steel corporation. John Baumgarten for some time past. the swelling and Inflammation, cut the mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.
years
two
operation
left
San
for
plans
mucus
put
Antonio,
shortly
in
Texas
was
and
rest
hlld
she
thee
where
the
It
DENTISTS.
go, and already $1,000,000 worth of will join her father. She was aecom- - ing easy and speedily recovered. It
FIRE INSURANCE
cures coughs, colds, lagrlppe, and all
its stock has been bought by Its
S.
U.
O.
Edmund J. Alger,
Secretary Mutual Building Association
throat and chest and enables the lungs 3o6
Office hours, 8:30
Railroad avenue.
to contribute pure, health-givinox. a. nifl
to 12:3m p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to 6 p. m. Office at J. U. Baldrldge'8 Lumber Yard
ygen to the blood. J. II. O Rlelly & Telephone 4i2. Appointments made by
The young woman who Is reported
man.
Co. and B. H. Briggs & Co.
to have settled 100,000 on the depraved and tottering old Marquis of
Ellis MacDougall, D. D. S.
Attorney James G. Fitch, of Socorro,
N. T. Armijo building, room 2. Office
Donegal, in return for his title and
spent an hour in the city this morning hours, 8:30 a.
lilmself, is a graduate of Wellesley
in. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p.
between trains while en route to San m. to 5 p. m. Appointments made by
PUMPS,
college. Here Is an object lesson for
goes to attend the mall.
Fe,
ta
he
where
WINDMILLS,
AND
When you want to buy Flour and Bran, cr want to sell
TANKS
young
and
of
women
that
the other
supreme court.
Wheat, write to
METAL FENCING, HITCH
other institutions. A good education
LAWYERS.
BELEN, N. M
RINGS AND TREE GUARDS.
Props.
CO.,
Js no drawback to the securing of a
BECKEK
every
JOHN
nation.
THE
The crowned heads of
aioble title.
The rich men, poor men and misers
Bernard 8. Hodey
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 209
No. 516.
Ml join In paying tribute to
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N. LEAD AVENUE. BETWEEN FIRST Automatic 'Phone
No. 1 1 5.
Telephone
Bell
M. Prompt attention given to all business
NEW MEXICO'S METROPOLIS.
De Witt's Little Early Risers.
to the profession. Will pracAND SECOND STREETS.
11. Williams,
The locating of the big mill of the
San Antonio, Texas, pertaining
tice In all courts of the territory and beAutomatic Telephone 508.
American Lumber company In this city
writes: Little Early Riser Pills are fore tho United States land olllce.
comment
lias brought forth favorable
the best I ever used In my family.
Ira M. Bond
FRENCH TANSY WAFERS.
unhesitatingly
from the big daily newspapers of the
recommend them to ATTORNEY-AT-LA42 F street N. W
Ladies can depend upon securli
country. The Pueblo Chieftain, edieverybody. They cure constipation Washington. l. c. Pensions, lands, patcopyrights, cavlats, letters patent, permanent relief from Irregular i
tor lally, says:
biliousness, sick headache, torpid ents,
trade murks, claims.
painful periods by UBing these wafei
prac
has
liver, jaundice, malaria and all other
The city of Albuquerque
D. Lee
Safe and sure at all times.
tloally secured teh Ideation for the
liver troub.es. J. II. O'Rielly & Co. ATTORNEY-AT-LAW- William
.
Office, room 7, N.
Avoid worthless substitutes by purgreat saw mills which are shortly to
and B. H. Bricgs & Co.
T. Armijo building. Will practice in all chasing only from our agent.
territory.
of
courts
the
be established by the American Lum
the
The Peninsular is a heater and ven
Paris Toilet Co., Lowell, Mass., Imber company for working up the white
R. W. D. Bryan
porters.
Whitney
Company.
tllator.
pine timber covering thousands of
LOCAL UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD
ATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
o
W. Y. Walton, prescription druggist,
M. Office, First National liank building.
acres west of that city. The company
Third
avenue
and
& SULPHUR HOT SPRINGS
JEMFZ
corner Railroad
has made a proposition, and the city
Frank W. Clancy
STAGE LINE.
street, Albuquerque, N. M., sole agent
.
lias accepted it. A tract of 110 acres
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWN,
rooms
and
I
U. S. mall; only line with
Carries
the
Bernalillo county..
VEMCNES5
for
FEMALE
T. Armijo building, Albuquerque, N. M.
ia the suburbs is to be secured and
a change of stock en route; good rigs,
connected with a railroad track and
E. W. Dobsen
THOUSANDS SAVED By
horses and drivers; leaves AlbuquerHaving other business to attend besides my store, I a
with teh city water mains. The prop
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWOffice, Cromwell
que
every
SatThursday
Tuesday,
and
Quote these prices an see for
block, Albuquerque, N. M.
erty la to be exempted rom municipal
pelled to sell my goods at cost.
urday at 5 a. in. For particulars adWOMEN
taxes for six years. The company Is
yourself.
John H. Stlngte
dress W. L. Trimble & Co., agents, AlHats, from 50c up"ard- to build a double band first class saw
2 packages Coffee, 24c,
Cromwell block,
BLOCK, proprie- ATTORNEY-AT-LAW- .
buquerque,
B.
or
J.
Colds
Coughs,
and Landles all
Consumption.
For
200,000
..
to
100,000
Albuquerque,
Shoes, Shirts,
M.
mill of a capacity of
Raw Coffee, per pound, 11c.
tor, Jeinez.
run
.Tuva KU. nminrla fnr 11.00. at cost.
THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
TttnueA
feet of lumber per eleven-hou- r
all
and
o
PHYSICIANS.
ICKWOMEN
Eastern Cannd Fruits, at 10c each.
Sugar, 4 pounds for 25c.
Other mills for working up lumber will
Orders taken for every known make
This wonderful medicine positively
delivery
Arrangements
California Cnned Fruits, 12c and
for
be added.
6 pounds of Native Beans. 25s.
Dr. J. E. Bronson
of stoves and ranges. Albuquerque
cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds
WELL
upwards.
5
if logs from the company's forests In
or
5c,
25c.
for
Homeopathic, Physician
at
Sardines
Hardware comrmy.
Pneumonia,
Whiting Plock. Konchitis, Asthma,
Room 17,
Wee. 4 pronds tor 25c.
Boys' Suits, $2.00 and upwards.
Valencia and McKInley counties have
Pleurisy, LaOrippe.
Fever,
lUy
are
going
down.
Thermometers
Everythhg else in proportion for
build
of
erection
Work
of
Working
made.
faults. $1.00.
Men's
been
KINDERGARTEN.
and W
bigSore
Throat
Ices.
Uoarseness,
no
demand
for
The
There's
CASH.
begin
within four months.
Ings la to
gest tumble In the town, however, are
Every bottle guaranteed Good Sunday Suits, $5.00.
Miss Phllbrlck's
This acquisition will no doubt settle
our prices.
A.
Kindergarten and Primary Department,
all question of rlvallrles between New
SIMON STERN.
NO CURE. NO PAY.
923 South Second Street
Conveyances
Commercial cub building.
Opposite A. & P. 8 hope.
1CE tOc. and $1. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.
The Railroad Avenue Clothier.
JJexlco towns in favor of Albuquerque
will call for Highland pupils.

B H. BRIGGS
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THE POPULAR DRUG STORE

MOTHER'S FRIEft
-

J. M. TiOORE

Imperial Laundry

bard-cake-

Fifty-Sevent-

d

Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

Silver
Avenue
Stable

h

12-1-

lr.

Albuquerque Abstract Company

Albuqueroue Foundry and Machine Works

&

two-third- s

THE JOHN BECKER CO.,
Boiler Mills and E'cvator

Mausard's Mills,

x

The Largest and Best
in New Mexico

ilillli

iliSfmill!

jt

J

i

E. WALKER

1

A. D. JOHNSON
WELL-MAKIN-

1 1PoSSk

AV0RITE
rPRESCRIPTIOin

CURES

COMflERCIAL

PUBLIC

,

IT MAKES

STRONG

CLUB BUILDINO.

IN

OTIOE!
Fd

boop-ingCoug-

Bratina, General Merchandise
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TERRITORIAL

LAWMAKERS
(Continued from jiagfone.)

THE

ESQU1MO

The Esqulmo tats blubber.

The lumbermen cat pork.
lutely duo hearing the higher rate of These people arc constantly
Interest.
This section should he no
amended a to give the treasurer and exposed to cold and physical
governor the same power hut to be exercised three months before such strain. Experience has taught
bonds become due, In order that the them that fatty foods, give
money may he In the treasury at the
exact time the option accrues.
warmth and r.ourhment.
This will prove a great savins as we
For those who have cold
row have outstanding $101,800 bonds
bearing 5 per cent IntereFt, becoming and thin bodies, cr are threatoptionally due May 1. 1903, which we
'an take up with new 4 per cent bonds, ened with consumption or r.ny
which will probably bring a small pre- wasting disease, there i. no fat
mium, and reduce the interest 1 per
tent for twenty years, thereby sav- in t o digestible and p.- L: table r
ing the territory $20,000 In interest.
form as Scott'u Emulsion.
The treasurer in his report makes
it.
sr.me timely suggestions, and I re- Physicians
-

prei-erib-

spectfully call your attention to his
lull report which Is a part of this message and marked exhibit "A."
The present law providing for banks
to give bond to the territory for public
moneys received by them and setting
out the qualifications of the sureties
en such bonds, should be changed so
as to require all such bonds to be executed by the fidelity of a surety company, authorized to do business In this
territory, and I earnestly recommend
that you enact a law to this effect, and
also providing that all official bonds
row required by law be executed In
the same manner, and that no personal sureties be recel'""d.
For many years t ie territory has
been put to a great delay and expense in bringing suits upon such
bonds which are Invariably conte-tewith great bitterness and very unsatisfactory results, and I believe that
the records will show that not 10 per
cent of the amounts sued for have
been recovered by the territory, while
a fidelity or surety company Insures
the prompt payment of any such forfeited bonds to the great and manifest
advantage of the territory.
I recommend that you pass an act
requiring all officers and commissions
,who are required to make reports to
the governor, superintendent of public instruction, the legislature, or any
other person, should do so at the close
of each fiscal year, and providing that
a failure to do so for a period of fifteen
days should subject the party so falling to removal from office and a heavy
fine to be collected from him and the
sureties on his bond.
'.
Recommendations of Auditor.
The condition of affairs In the auditor's office is very satisfactory, it being
conducted In strict compliance with
the law, and his report, which I recommend to your careful consideration, is
very complete.
It Is shown by his report that a I
mill levy reaped for the year 1900 the
sum of $26,741.85, and for 1901 the
sum of $27,367.87, an Increase of
$023.02 per mill, and also that the average percentage Increase of tax collections for 1901 over 1900 was about
3 per cent.
Again referring to county treasurers'
and collectors' unsettled accounts in
the auditor's office, I would recommend that the members of the Thirty-fiftlegislative assembly take such
action as would enable the auditor to
close these accounts on his books.
The treasurer pays out annually, direct from the territorial treasury,
large sums of money under provisions
of certain acts of Jaw, such as interest,
maturing bonded indebtedness, special
cattle and sheep funds, and other
funds, of which the auditor has no official notice until the annual burning
takes place, and the certificate of the
governor and treasurer is filed In his
office, when the treasurer is credited
with such direct payments. I would
recommend that a law be enacted prohibiting the treasurer from paying out
any territorial moneys except upon,
warrant of the auditor, thereby avoiding the apparent
difference at
certain times during the year between
treasurer's cash balance and the
amount shown to be In the hands of
the treasurer by the auditor's account
with that official. As the law requires
the assessment rolls to be in the hands
o' the auditor by the first Monday in
September, it also requires the territorial board of equalization to meet
on the second Monday in September,
sufficient time is not given the audita
to properly check up the assessment
rolls, and to have the proper corrections made when needed, I would
that either the time for the
assessment rolls to be at the auditor's
office, or the date for the meeting of
the board of equalization be changed
so as to give the auditor's office sufficient time for checking up the
rolls; and in this connection
I would also suggest that the auditor
be given ample power to enforce the
correction of any assessment roll by
the assessor when the same has been
returned incorrect, either in regard
to figures or abstract.
I find by the auditor's report that
when a taxpayer is unable, or for
certain reasons refuses, to pay the
total amount of his taxes when due,
as appears against him on the assessment roll, but tenders a certain
amount in part payment of the same,
some collectors refuse to accept the
amount tendered and issue his official
my
receipt; this
proceeding
In
opinion deprives the territory of this
amount of revenue for an indefinite
time, and I would suggest that the collectors be directed to accept any
amount tendered in payment of taxes,
and Issue his official receipt for the
amount tendered.
It appears that the appropriation
made for the
and fifty-thirfiscal years for defraying the expenses of conveying prisoners to the

.

y

la,

fifty-secon-

d

e

territorial penitentiary

was insufficient to meet the demnad made upon
it. 1 would sttggCFt that the appropriation for this purpose be Increased,
and that in said appropriation be Included provision for the payment of
expenses Incurred in serving requisitions issued by the governor, and for
executing death warrants, for which at
present there Is no provision.
All fire, life and miscellaneous insurance companies have cheerfully
and fully complied with all the requirements of the law, and I especially direct your attention to that part
of the auditor's report dealing with
these corporations.
I desire to call your especial attention to the financial transactions of
the territory, as shown in the auditors report, and which is embodied in
this message as "Exhibit
(Here follows a statement of territorial tax collected under levies for
fiscal
the
and fifty-thiryears.)
Educational.
The report of the superintendent of
public Instruction,' "Exhibit C" herewith, shows a most gratifying advance
in all school work, and especially as
A sumregards popular education.
mary of the statistics presented, in
such report is as follows:
School population of New Mexico
at the close of the scholastic year,
October 1, 1902, 64.069; enrollment of
pupils In all schools, 42,307; average
daily attsndance. 29,314; number of
fcchools, 710; number of teachers employed. 1,077.
Average number of months taught
in all schools, 7.?T total salary paid
teachers, $372,260 07; annual receipts,
$849,563.67; annua' expenditures,
value of all school property,
expended in improve$1,992,597.91;
ments on school property during the
year, $153,772.58.
Enrolled in the public schools proper, 34,633; enrolled In city schools,
enrolled in higher territorial educational institutions, 988; the eight
city high schools employ twenty teachers and have enrolled 319 pupils; enrolled in three public school kindergartens, 145; children not enrolled In
any school, 23,885.
Present value of public property,
average number of months
taught In the public schools, 4.37; average salary paid teachers in the public schools, $64.77 per month for time
actually employed; average monthly
salary paid teachers in the higher educational institutions $106.65; average
annual cost of educating pupils in the
higher institutions, per capita, $132.20;
average annual cost per capita in the
city public schools, Including primary
grade and high schools, $22.24; average annual cost per capita in the rural
schools, $6.43.
Number of volumes in school libraries, 37,625; value of libraries and apparatus, $131,700.00; value of public
school property in towns and cities,
$493,318.64; value of same class of
property in the rural districts,
value of property of the higher
educational Institutions, $435,000.00.
The alleged illiteracy of our people
fifty-secon- d

$749,-508.7-

$197,-379.2-

DID YOU EVER

KNOW.

That Improper Food Often Causes the
Liquor Habit?
It's a great proposition to get rid of
a taste for liquor by changing food.
"About three years ago," writes a
man from Lowry City, Mo., "my
failed me and my food disagreed with me. I got weak and nervous and felt dull and entirely unfit
for business; then like a fool I went
to taking liquor to stimulate an
For a time that seemed to
help and I congratulated myself on
finding so simple a remedy. But, alas?
I had to take more and more all the
time until I got so that I could not
get along without the whiskey, and I
was in a pitiable' condition.
I tried to quit but that seemed impossible as I needed nourishment and
my stomach rejected food and the
more whiskey I drank the worse I got.
I kept fighting this batttle for more
than two years and almost gave up
all hope.
I noticed an advertisement of Grape-NutIn the paper and concluded to
try it. 1 found I could eat Grape-Nutwith a relish and It was the first food
that I found nourished me in a long
time. My stomach trouble Btopped,
my appetite Increased, the craving
thirst relaxed until all desire for drink
was gone. I have used Grape-Nutconstantly for over a year and I am
now strong and robust; entirely cured
from drink and able to work hard
every day. My gratitude for Grape.
Nuts U unspeakable as it has saved
my life and reputation."
Name given
by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
s

s

s

has steadily decreased since the establishment of our public schools. By
the census of 18S0 the percentage of
those who could not read or write was
65 per cent. The census of 180 reduced this to 4IV4 per cent, while the
census of 1900 shows it to be only
33
per cent.
(Here follow tables showing the increase and decrease of Illiteracy,
greatest illiteracy of school age, percentage of gain In population and percentage of gain and loss in public
school enrollment.)
The superintendent of public Instruction takes Issue with the figures as
given by the census of 1900 and avers
that at this time scarce 15 per cent of
our inhabitants are illiterate; that 94
per cent are American born and that
of them speak the English
language.
The general Interest in the public
schools among the people is constantly
growing, as the good work accomplished by them is seen and appreciated.
The normal schools held each year in
every county are productive of great
good in stimulating the teachers in
their work, and in learning new and
Improved methods of teaching. The
act of the last legislature providing for
a territorial board of education and
making attendance on county normals
compulsory has proved of the greatest
benefit, and altogether, our common
school system and its administration
Is most admirable.
The voluminous
and interesting report oi the superintendent of public instruction has been
printed for the information of your
body and the people, but unfortunately
there was no money available lor the
payment of the same. This is one of
the most important documents for the
information of the people at home and
abroad, that has been issued by the
territory, and I would earnestly recommend that provision be made at
one for the payment of th 5 same.
Also this very Important office
should have a clerk. The business Is
constantly increasing and the law of
the last session entails a vast amount
of additional work upon the superintendent of public Instruction, which
It Is Impossible for him to perform unaided, and while he Is absent visiting
the different counties as required by
law, there should be some person in
charge to attend to correspondence
and personal inquiries. I would therefore recommend that this officer be
allowed a clerk at a reasonable salary
to be provided for in the appropriation
0

four-fifth-

s

bill.

The superintendent of public instruction points out in his report many conflicts and Inconsistencies in the present Bchool laws which may be remedied by simple amendment of existing
statutes. These relate to the, gathering of school statistics, fixing the
scholastic year, enlarging the powers
of county superintendents,
the time
and method of electing district directors, the collection of the poll tax,
method of Enforcing longer school
terms In the rural districts, etc., all of
which I cordiany commend to your
prudent consideration.
Particularly
important is the superintendent's suggestion touching the gathering of statistical information. These statistics
are becoming more important each
year. Their collection and careful
compilation will ever henceforth have
marked bearing upon the good name
of the territory and Its people. In the
past, failure on the part of county superintendents and others In supplying
such statistics has caused the educational department
much embarrassment and unnecessary expense, and I
therefore cordially approve of the recommendation that section 1528, compiled laws, be so amended as to make
a penalty of fine and Imprisonment,
the former recoverable on the county
superintendent's official bond on failure to make report as required by law,
or removal from office. Also an earnest plea Is made by the superintendent
for the betterment of conditions in the
rural school districts, wherein we have
some 30,000 children who are especially in need at this time of the fostering care of the territory.
Under the law our text book contract expires In June, 1903. The superintendent of public instruction urges
the importance of providing some system of free text books, at least free to
these children of tne rural districts,
and presents a strong argument in
support of his position. It is further
pointed out .that provision should be
made for the publication and distribution to proper officials of all laws on
school subjects immediately upon their
passage by the legislature, and it is
urged that provision should be made
for a complete compilation of all
school laws to the end that officials
and teachers shall be fully apprised of
their duties, a very great hardship having been wrought during the past four
years because of this grave oversight
in our educational syttem.
Also the
time has now arrived says the superintendent, when it is absolutely impossible to attempt longer to conduct the
affairs of this worthy department of
the territory's puulic service without
It is a singular
clerical assistance.
fact that the legislature at each recurring session for years past has displayed a free hand In enacting new
laws on the subject of the schools and
their management, and has gone boldly forward piling work upon and Increasing the duties and responsibilities of this department, while at the
same time taking no heed whatsoever
of the additional clerical work thus
imposed, with uie result that no clerical help whatever has ever been provided tnis office. Thus has a condition arisen which could be met only
by the superintendent
placing his
his prihand in his pocket and
vate mcins for lue employment of

Ayefs

.CHALLENGE SALE,.

Keep your own hair.
Get more. Have a clean

J.

C. Aycr Co., Low.K,

Hui.'

such assistance as was necessary to
the efficient performance of the duties
Imposed by law upon the department.
I recommend that liberal provision
be made in future toward remedying
this unjust state of things, and commend to your earnest nml careful consideration the contents of both the
eleventh and twelfth annual reports by
the department of education.
United States Land Commission for
'
Locating Territorial Lands,
Under the act of June 21, 1898. donating lands to the territory, the United States commission hns selected, located and entered for the benefit of
the different territorial Institutions
919,771.97 acres. An act of congress
appropriated 50.000 acres each to the
Institute for the blind, the miners'
hospital and the reform school. These
institutions have not yet been established or located, and It will become
your duty to establish and locate the
same. They have each received their
prorata of selected lands and money
derived therefrom, so they may be
started without much expense to the
territory. In August, 1901, the secretary of the interior notified the commission that the original appropriation
of $10,000 was exhausted, and therefore the commission must discontinue
work, which was done, but a vigorous
piotest was made and permission
pi eyed that the commission might go
on with the work, paying Its oWn expenses, In order that the territory
might continue to select lands before
they were all taken up under the United States land laws.
In March last such permission was
granted by the secretary of the Interior, and the commission at once resumed Its labor, procuring money for
the necessary expense connected with
the selection and location of these
lands to the amount of $9,735. This
money was absolutely necessary In order to make these seductions, and none
were made except with the understanding that they would be leased or
sold so as to produce revenue to the
territory, and I would earnestly recommend that this amount either be
refunded to the commission by a direct appropriation, or that amounts
paid be credited upon the purchase
money or rental of such lands. The
latter would, in my opinion, be more
desirable and you should make a sufficient appropriation to cover the expenses of the United States commission in selecting and locating these
lands for the next two years, as the
present method Is very unsatisfactory,
and the commission cannot act without funds for its expenses. I would
recommend that you Investigate carefully the necessary appropriation for
expenses in carrying on the work of
the commission, as this Is absolutely
necessary to enable the territory to
select the remaining lands under the
donation by congress. See full report
marked "Exhibit D."
Commissioner of Public Lands.
Our revenue from leasing school
and other territorial lands Is steadily
Increasing. The notes given for deferred payments have been promptly
met, and the prospect of an increased
and certain Income from this source Is
excellent. The amount thus received
during the past two years Is $24,719.77,
as shown by the report of the commissioner of public lands, which accompanies this message, and will be found
most Interesting and instructive on
the subject of our territorial lands
and their disposition. I invite your
careful consideration of his full report,
which is marked "Exhibit E." And I
would also recommend that your body
appoint a special committee for the
purpose of carefully examining the
books, papers and method of conducting the office of the board of public
lands and compare the expense in conducting this board with that of other
states and territories having land
grants, feeling confident that this
branch of our territorial government
will make a most gratifying showing
and one that will surprise not only
your body but the people of the territory by the care and economy with
which It Is conducted.
This board has a rreat and growing
responsibility In the management of
the lands granted to the territory for
its various institutions under the act
of congress, and under the present law
there Is no compensation for the members of the board, except the salary of
the commissioner of public lanus, who
Is
one of tin; members. The
other members of the board should be
provided with a suitable compensation
for their labors, which not only
on page four.)
New

Centjry Comfort.

Millions ared ally finding a world of
comfort In Bucklen's Arnica Salve. It
kills pain from burns, scalds, cuts,
bruises; conquers ulcers, and fever
sores, cures eruptions, salt rheum,
bolls and felons; removes corns anu
warts. Best pile cine on earth. Only
2 be at all druggie's
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OUR GREAT.

Hair Vigor
scalp. Restore the color
to your gray hair. It's
easy. Probably you Know
this already. Then tell
some friends about it.
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DRAWING TO A CLOSEI
Greater Bargains Than Ever Monday,

Tuesday

and Wednesday!

No one can afford to keep away from this store these days. We have been bending every
effort to make th
THREE DAYS day that will ever be remembered by the fortunate ones who share In the bargains offered.
We Intend that every day shall mark definite progress, and to that
end we have cut and slashed prices that
have never been paralleled In this town. Come in MONDAY a..d see for youreelf whether we are promising
or performing. You will find that we are not exaggerating or misquoting a single Item mentioned In
theee
advertisement.. We've nothing shoddy to offer nothing that it not perfect In texture and style- - Come)
MONDAY, for the

BARGAINS ARE LEGION!
The Storo the People Talk At out

8
VtNO.

Leon

The Yellow Tickets are the Bargain Signs
Linens and Bedding
10c Checked Glass

Turkey
Damask

50c

$1.25

Ruffled

Towel-In-

s

Tahle

Bed
Muslin

35
Cur-

tains

G9

40c Turkish Bath Towels..
65c Bleached Table Linen.
$7.50
Wool
California

Blankets
$2.50 Cotton Killed
forts

22
39

$1.85

Com-

SI. 65

Hosieryand Underwear

..jg

Boys 35c Ironclad Hose.
Ladies' 50c Fancy Embroi-

dered Hose
23
Children's 50c Cashmere
Hose
25
Ladles' 35c Lisle nose. . . .JJ).
Ladles' $1.00 Union Suits.. 48
Boys' $1.00 Union Suits... 48
Children's 50c Vests and

Pants

25

Men's and Boys' Furnishings

Silks

Men's 50c Fleeced Shirts and
Drawers
29
Men's 10c White Handkerchiefs
5
Men'a $1.25 All Wool Underwear
gg
Men's 50c and 75c Percale

60c AH Wool Albatross....
75c All Wool French Flan- -

Shirts

Men's 50c Suspenders
Men's 65c Night Shirts
Men's 25c Half Hose
Boys' 25c Percale Waists
Boys' 75c Flannel Waists

25
25
39

12'2
15
...

48

Jackets, Skirts and Wrappers

29A

nel

35e

$1.50

All Wool Sharkskin
Suiting
85
$2.00 Unllned Skirtings... JtfCk
$1.00 All Wool Vlgoreau..5oi
75c All Wool Storm Serge. 48
$1.25 All Wool
Granite
Cloth
69
$1.00 A.i Silk Wash Taf- fet
48e
Black Moire Ve- Io"rs
98e
Black Guaranteed
Taffeta
75
1

h

..,

Domestics

Ladles' and Misses' $10.00

Jackets

Dress Goods

and

84.75

Ladles' $5.00 Taffeta Silk
Waists
S2.48
Children's $1.00 Outing Flannel Cloaks
50
Ladles' $1.50 Flannelette Wrappers
69
ladles' Wool Walking and Dress
Skirts at
off Regular Prices.
3

Best 10c Outing Flannels. 7Vie
Bleached Muslin.. 5
Amoskeag Apron Ginghams
4
Pepperell
Bleached
Sheeting
22
Red, Indigo and
Black
h

9--

Prints

Mill Ends
15c Fancy

h

Percale.

Flannelette....

54
5

ftf

THE OLD YEAR with all its happiness and sadness, its fulfilments and disappointments, its gains and its losses, is gone.
THE NEW YEAR fraught with limitless possibilities, hopes
and ambitions, is here.
May your coming year make your possibilities actual facts;

may your hopes and ambitions be realized; may wealth and happiness be yours.

NO BETTER WAY
to obtain these blessings can be suggested than by the purchase of one of
the

WASHINGTON LirE INSURANCE

COM-PANY- 'S

combination bond policies.
It will secure you a competency in your old age.
It will perpetuate your fortune when you die.

It will be an asset in your business during its term.
It has a specified cash loan value at 5 per cent interest after the second

year which will protect your bond from lapse and you from lo&s.
Many men give from 5 to 30 years of their lives to the service of
their country to be retired on a pension. You can buy a JO, 15 or
20-ye- ar

payment combination bond, never miss the annual deposit required
and CREATE YOUR OWN PENSION.

FOR COMPLETE ILLUSTRATION OF THE BOND WRITE OR CALL
UPON

J. H. O'RIELLY
Gen. Man. New Mexico and Arizona.

Albuquerque,

-

-

-

New Mexico

THK ALlU'QllKRQDh DA1LV CITIZEN

TUriSDA

.TANU AKV 20 190.1

the different counties for taxation shall kill more tha two deer In any mendation made to the last two legisCLASSIFIED ADS.
purposes, also the great disadvantages one season, and fcr his own use. and latures, for the creation of the office
both,
or
of
Imprisonment.,
fine
a
or
Insurance
Is
body
to
that
contend
which
has
commissioner,
with which that
advertisements
by reason of limited and restricted ac- be Imposed on any one offering the more neressary now than heretofore, or Note" All classified
rai.er "liners," one cent a word for
by reason of the increased bur.lness In
or
any
same,
thereof,
part
sale
or
for
report
to
I
whole
rommend
their
tion.
(Contlnjuti on page three.)
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
shipping the same or any part thereof tho auditor's office, arising from the any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
your earnest consideration.
My attention during the last two out of the territory, or killing the same Riowth of the territory in population, In order to Insure proper Hasslflcation
quire a great dral of time but Involve
business and wealth. Such an officer all "liner" should be left st this ofa frreat responsibility, and I would ear- years has been called to the condition for the hide.
need be no expense to the territory, fice nnt later than I o'clock p. m.
nestly recommend that yon make such of county collectors' accounts with the
Sunday Closing Law.
the
cost of maIiitF.tning.it being paid
provision, to be paid out of the funds territory It appears i.iat It has been
PERSONAL PMOPERT V LOANS.
Nothing is more demoralizing to the
"received by the board, which will not the exception, for outgoing collectors, territory than to have unenforced laws by the different lnsvirancc companies
involvo any direct expenditure1 by the to close their accounts with the terri- on the statute books, as at present. doing business in the territory. Tills
territory.
tory, and as a result balances aggre- What Is known BR the "Sunday Law" work is no part of the auditor's duties
For the protection of our lands thnro gating a very large amount appear In Is very properly enforced In some lo- ptoper, and he has a vast amount of On Furniture, 1'ianos. urgans, Horses.
should be a law requiring the Judges the office of the auditor unsettled and calities, but not In otners. Tne district responsibility and labor In connection Wnaions and other Chattels, also on
of the district court to especially in- unaccounted for. This Is a bad condi- attorneys in many of the districts ad- with Ills office, and need not, nor is he Salaries. FROM $10 UPWARDS. Oue
struct their grand Juries to Investigate tion of affairs and should be changed, vise nie that the local community Is expected to have any special knowl- to t'vclve months time is given.
W'kjout delay and strictly private.
into the cutting of timber or other and I believe It could be by the crea- favornMo to Sunday selling and that edge of the Insurance business.
Goods remain In your pogrcsslon. GET
depredations en school sections or oth- tion of the office of traveling auditor; It Is simply Impossible to enforce the
Reform School.
There should ne some legislation OUR KATtJS before borrowing.
er territorial lands, and making it the as such an official will be able to se- law or to secure Indictments against
PRIVATE OFFICES.
duty of each district attorney to pros- cure the returning of assessment rolls offenders. So long as the law is on with special reference to the youth of
OPEN' EVENINGS.
ecute any such offenders.
properly and correctly compiled, and the statute books, it Bhould be rigidly the territory of both sexes, prohibiting
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Taxation.
In connection
with the territorial enforced and penalties Imposed on them when under 15 years of age, beRooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
While the assessed value of the ter- board of equalization, do much to- officers failing to report same to the ing upon the streets or plazas after 9
305 West Railroad Avenue.
ritory has been increased during the ward obtaining full, equitable and Just court. If, however, you regard it as o'clock p. m., unless accompanied by
last year by $1,656,945.33, it Is still far assessments of all classes of property Impossible to enforce the present law their parents or guardians, and proiilb-WANTED.
below what It should be. The appar- i.iroughout the territory, and the plac- as it now stands. I believe that It Itlns their loitering about the streets
ent decrease in value in certain conn ing of accounts between the territory would be better that liquor should be or plazas in the day time, and protect WANTED An experienced general
merchandise man, who Is
ties Is Inexcusable, for it is a well and county colectors on a business-liksold legally during certain prescribed ing them In the homes of vicious or
known fact that In all of those coun- basis.
to manage one of my branch
hours on Sunday, than that the saloon mm oral parents, and when arrested
M. Salzman,
stores.
References.
ties there have been during tine past
To show the fluctuating character of should be open surreptitiously all the for any crime or violation of this law
year great and valuable Improvements the values placed on property for taxa- day, as is the case in many localities that they should be kept separate and
Williams. Ariz.
which should have appeared in tho tion. I call your attention to a com- In the territory. Many citizens have apart from habitual or hardened crim WANTED A good short order cook'
assessment rolls, and the inequality parison between the rolls of 1901 and spoken to me on this subject, and the inals.
at once. Inquire at citizen office.
between the different counties Is most 1902. The total assessed valuation for large majority favor either a more
In order that this may be properly WANTED Girl for general house
unjust to those returning fair value. the territory, subject to tax for the liberal Sunday law, which allows sa- accomplished the Immediate establish
work; no washing; good wages. AdWe have all kinds and all sizes of Mattresses and Springs; also
The present law on the subject of latter year being $38,G33.993.27, an In loons to be open on Sunday at certain ment of a reform school Is imperative.
dress P. O. box 390.
of every kind and price.
assessment Is ample. If It were follow- - crease oyer 19ui, of $1,656,945.33, and Uours, or the local option law, so that Such a school is not a penal institu WANTED A girl to wait on table.
Apply at 303 South First street.
ed by the officers whose sworn duty It which increase Is made up by sixteen each ward or precinct could vote on tion, but as its name implies, solely
Our line of Gocarta, Rattan Goods, Iron Bed -- in fact our entire stock
Housekeeper and cook for
Is to enforce these laws; but from
cotintlPB making a total "gain 'of $2' (he question, whetner there shall be for the reformation of wild and irre' WANTED
family
two.
501 North
Apply
of
must
be seen, to be appreciated, .
Influence, Ignorance, Indifference, 3jt5.938.42t and the remaining
sponsible
sexes,
youths
so
of both
that
any sale of Jlquor or not on Sunday,
Second street.
or some other cause, this plain duty Is ties decreasing in assessed valuation
may
they
good citizens. To WANTED A woman
become
the
would
certainly
have
latter
ine
of mature hab
violated In nearly every county in the $668,988.09, leaving the net Increase as advantage
of allowing Sunday selling place such In the penitentiary, or in
to do general housework In small
its
territory, resulting to great injustice stated above.
be
common
the
must
they
Jails,
where
only where the locality demanded It,
family; no objection to small child.
to some counties and to some taxpay(Classes showing Increase and de- and would allow any local community thrown in contact wit hold and harAddress A. D. C, this office.
ers and a chewing of the value of the crease follow.)
to dose the saloons where ne saloon dened criminals, can only result In
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(Continued on page seven.)
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be Increased, so that It may fix and ters at that point will affect the navi- other than to. inculcate in the heart of
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Navajo Blankets,
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Curtice Canned Goods,
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Minn.,
tails,
fell
and
dislocated
her
Colorado Lard anl Meats.
of gentlemen from every part of the to intervene In that suit as a defend- adopted such a law, and New Mexico, shoulder. She had a surgson get It
qualified teachers, tools presented
territory familiar with values and con- ant, on the ground that the 4,000,000 who has always In tho post been one nacK as soon as possible, but it was
wages Saturdays, diplomas granted
ditions in their respective districts, acres of land donated to It by the of the first to show her loyalty to our quite sore and pained her very much.
Houses at
and positions when competent. Quick
and are not affected by any local inter- United States will be directly affected country, should promtply see that Her son mentioned that he had seen
and practical method. Our system is
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., EA8T LAS
est which would prevent them from by the result of the suit. This petition such a law graces the statutes of the Chamberlain's Pain Balm advertised
well known. ' established In 1893.
VEGAS, N. M. AND GLOR- for sprains and soreness, and she ask
acting fairly. The power might be for intervention has not yet been acted territory.
Branches in New Orleans, St. Louis
a
buy
to
him
which
her
bottle
of
ETA, N. M.
ed
it.
Extra Employes.
given them to fix values for territorial upon, but in case it is allowed, it will
San Francisco, New York, Chicago.
There was filed last year before the he did. It quickly p.relieved her and
purposes only, leaving each county be necessary for the territory to exyou
want to be a barber write,
If
enabled her to slo
which she had
free to continue the present ineffective pend some money in defending Us senate committee on territories an not done for several days. The son
Moler System Barber College Rep
THE DOCTOR'
by
lawyer
system
prominent
a
desires,
It
It
affidavit
but
made
and ruinous
rights by the procuring 'Of witnesses,!
was so much pleased with the relief it
resentative, Albuquerque, N. M.
at all events you should devise some scientific data, etc., and I would rec- of the territory, formerly a delegate in gave to his mother that he has since WANTED Clean cotton rags for ma
system by which the assessed value of ommend that a reasonable appropria- congress, In which he charged that the recommended ft to many others. For
chine purposes at The Citizen office. has made a correct diagnosis and
the territory as a whole should be tion be made for the purpose of de- last legislature and the one preceding sale by all druggists.
Price 4 cents per pound.
the proper remedy from which
made. to appear somewhere near what fending this suit which is founded It had violated the act of congress
Shot,
Vargas
Ricardo
equalization
expects a Certain result. He has
board upon the theory of the Culberson or limiting the number and pay of em
SALE.
he
FOR
ft actually Is. The
Ricardo Vargas was shot and in
has a full and complete report which Stephens bill above referred to and Is ployes in both houses of the legisla ttaiitly
killed Jn a saloon row about FOR SALE A well bred American done his part and now It Is up to the
- goes as a part of this
message and I. of such great Importance to our
by
large
expending
ture,
a
and
also
terri
11 o'clock Saturday night, at Monero.
horse.wlth buggy and harness; cheap druggist. Is the remedy of standard
would Invite your special and particu- tory. '
amount of money for the translation Vargas was a quarrelsome and danger
if taken at once. Call at 1504 South strength? Has It been properly comconlar attention to the.eame in this
and printing of resolutions, bills and ous man when drunk, being partly of
Second street.
Rio Mimbres Flood Sufferers.
nection. See "Exhibit F. '
acts in the Spanish language. In this Indian blood, and had many enemies FOR SALE From one to 100 hives of pounded? We conduct our business in
You
all
aware
are
of
terrible
the
In order to present this fully to your
ex
claimed
affidavit
he
these
that
bees. Inquire of Robert Miller, 1520 such a way that our label Is a sufficIt Is not yet
body, I give the following abstract of flood on the Mimbres river last Sep- penditures were In direct violation of from similar difficulties. shooting.
South Third street; Old 'Phone 189; ient affirmative.
who
did the
which practically destroyed all an act of congress which he had pro- determined
the assessment rolls t eaca cqunty tember,
can
also Inquire of J. L. Althelmer.
Improvements,
crops
in
orchards
and
'
'
for 1902:
to be passed in the year 1896, FOR SALE Old papers, 25 cents per FOR SALE A rooming house of 33
that beautiful valley, rendering home- cured
(Here follows abstract.)
page
161,
29
large,
hundred,
offoe.
at tho citizen
statutes at
rooms, newly cleaned and renovated GEO, B. WILLIAMS, Prescription DruggiJT, vTT ..v.i nanroad Avenue.
less and destitute about 300 families. found at extravagant
Traveling Auditor,
and were
and unneces
.throughout;
close to business center
Colorado Phone 63.
Automatic Phone 458.
county
The
contribcitizens
of
Grant
Thirty-thirmessage
iL,y
to the
In
sary, and that 1, as governor, had vio
city.
Address "X. Y. Z." this
of
the
most
generously
uted
to
relieve
the
legislative assembly, I made a
my oath of office, In approving
lated
office.
for the creation of the office suffering, which has been done tem the resolutions providing for the pay
FOR SALE Several hundred pounds
porarily.
was
The
of
such
disaster
my
also
"traveling
auditor"
and
in
of
of tho employes selected by the legls
of old papers, good for wrapping
legisla- magnitude that I issued a special lature.
message to the Thirty-fourtThis affidavit was not only
purposes, cheap. Address, The Cltl
Month
A
Only.
beautiful
This
upon
proclamation
calling
differthe
Native and Chicago Lumber.
tive assembly, I renewed my recomframe will be given with every
ten, Albuquerque, N. M.
ent municipalities and charitable or- presented to the committee on terrl
mendation in the following words:
of the senate, but also to the
tories
of
photos
dozen
cabinet
at
taken
ganizations
SHERWIN-WILLIAMfor contributions to relieve secretary of the Interior, In an attempt
PAINT Covers BUILDING PAPER Always in Stock.
FOR RENT.
'I would also renew my recommen
More! Looks Bestl Wears Longsst! Sash, Doors, Blinds, Plaster. Lime.
dation for the creation of an office to the distress, and I now submit to you- to show the Irregular, Illegal and uu
Hiss F. E.
FOR RENT A nicely furnished front Most Economical! Full Measure)
Cement, Glass, Paint, etc.
be known as traveling auditor or terrl- - the propriety of making a special con- lawful manner In which the public
room, close In; cheap; call evenings.
money
of
of
trllmtion
for
the
the
relief
ofll
duty
Studio.
of
such
examiner;
moneys of the territory were diverted
torlal
the
Lead
Albuquerque.
First
Avenue,
and
Street
117
street.
Third
South
cer to be the examination of the as poor people during the winter.
by the legislature for the payment of
115 WEST GOLD AVE.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms over
was
This
done
at
time
of
the
the
sessment rolls, tax lists, collectors
political debts of the members. The
Skinner's grocery, 206 West Railroad
She guarantees satisfaction
and treasurers' accounts, and terrl WhiteI Ash Coal Mine disaster In 1895, person who made the affidavit was a
avenue.
no
use
and
believe
IN
be
could
better
BAILY
In
on
egular
or
Thirty-thirall work.
torial banks, at stated
member of the council In the
FOR RENT Large, airy, sunny rooms
of a portion of the surplus in the
legislative session and voted for
tervals, and establish and maintain made
per
week with baths.
from (1.50 to $5
uniform system in each county for the treasury than by appropriating a rea- the resolution providing for the printThe Englewood, 205 North Second
keeping of records and accounts. This sonable amount to be expended under ing of legislative documents in Spanstreet, Stiong block.
OLD RELIABLE"
ESTABLISHED 1878
office has been most successful in Wy the direction of the board" of county ish, and also for joint resolutions Nob.
county
help
commissioners
of
to
Grant
newspapers
in
Advertise
MISCELLANEOUS.
2, 6, 7, and 14, 'Providing an approming, where It has been in operation
poor
people
through
these
the winter, priation for special employes and conanywhere at anytime
since 1892, and the system has been They, are nearly all
DIAMONDS, watches and silver novelnative people, tingent expenses."
call on or write
adopted hi many other states with
ties at factory prices. Money refundupon
farmers,
dependent
and
wholly,
great saving In money and labor to the
This affidavit created considerable
C. Dake's Advertising Agency
L
ed it not satisfactory. Send for Illustheir
little
farms
and
orchards
for criticism of the legislature and the excounty and state officials."
Merchants Exchange
trated catalogue, free. Manhattan
support,
unfamiliar with any other ecutive, by both the senate committee
- CL.
SAN FRANCISCO
I again, at this time, recommend to
Diamond company, 37 Maiden Land,
making
means
living,
of
a
utterly
and
you this important measure, Thll ofand tho'secretary of the Interior, and I
New York city.
helpless
they
unit)
can
raise
another
MEN AND WOMEN.
deem it my duty to call your attention
fice wis needed badly four years ago, crop,
I
suggestion
commend
and
this
CarrUa tb LargMt
Itm
4i for unniitnrt.1
Flour, Q nil a
Too many goods are in our store;
at this time to this matter In order
was needed two years ago, and the
ad float Eiteiuiv
your most serious consideration.
l,II.W,l,j irritationiff orAmuulci
fiiiHn.
upon our tables. Our
condltiops as they exist today demand to
that you may avoid such criticism of
Stock l
mUoih toomany suits
Provisions.
and
beLaws.
Came
green
nirmbranet,
tag
goods
galore,
sale
sells
muruuft
tf
your acts in the future, but without
more imperatively than ever that the
Staple (1 recedes
I til ii
mid not aalt iu
present
game
price
cause
our
cuts
not
are
fables.
The
laws
of
CO
terri
the
ITilrHEEViHSCHl
V'rl
any intention of suggesting what your
Kut or poifoiiittit.
found aoutbwtst.
Car lots specialty .
financial interests of the territory be tory
SIMON STERN.
should be amended in many par actions should be in this matter.
- protected
and the business of the ter
pliiin wrapper,
or
in
Mitt
V
In
The
Railroad
Avenue
Clothier.
A fine of $300.00. or three
fiprend, prepaid, for
Insurance Commissioner.
FARri AND FREIGHT WAGONS.
WM
ritory pertaining to the assessment of ticulars.
.00. or 3 t.oitl. t t.7&.
y'P fltr
imprisonment, or both, should
Subscribe for The Citizen.
I would earnestly renew my recom
Circular teat on roqueat
property for purposes of taxation, the months'
be imposed on any person or persons
Railroad Avenue
Albuquerque
collection of taxes,' and the keeping of killing antelope, elk or
sheep
!4.
mountain
and
treasurers
proper accounts with
3
in this territory, for a period of ten
collectors, be conducted In a business- years
passage of
from
and
after
the
' -Agency,
New
Mexico and Arizona.
like manner.
the act. Also all that part oi section
; ' As an economic measure, the sys-- ,
1 of chapter XLVI, laws of 1901, which
tematlsing of the public business of reads: "Except upon private ground
the territory would work no hardship or property by the owner or lessee
on any Interests, but would without
' doubt result in the Increase of too rev- thereof, or with his permission,"
be promptly repealed. I would
enues of the territory by many thou-snd- s should
lso recommend
an open season
of dollars annually, and a corre of two montbss nthat
each year be allow
sponding decrease in tax levies. For ed for
purpose of killing deer, but
All Kinds of Spring Wagons, Buggies,
these reasons, I again at this time rec that it the
be restricted, so tnat no person
For Family, Ilestuarant and Hotel Use. Write
ommend this measure to you for your
Phaetons and Carriages.
fwnalderatlon with the end in view of
Us
for Prices.
obtaining results, which will pot only
be of benefit to the administration of of suffering from Indigestion if you eat
-the publle Xuslseits rike" tUrltorf, what Ton want or of starring yourself
Plumbing. Steam and Hot Water Heating.
avoid such distress? Acker's Dys
ItuUalso to the benefit of every ' tax to
pepsia Tabltts taken after eating will
;'W
i
the largest stock In
pajr.
Mget. your, food perfectly and free
An examination of the report of the yon from all tLs disagreeable symp
territorial board of. equalization fe'lll toms of indigestion and dyspepsia. Eat
disclose the very serious defects in the what you want at any time and take an
Positively
manner In which the property of the Acker tablet afterward.
money will always
WHOLESALE HARDWARE
territory is returned for taxation, the guaranteed. Tour
refunded if you are not satisfied.
errors In the compilation of rolls and be
113-11011- 7
Write to us for a free sample. W. H.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
South irst Street
the unequal valuation placed on the Hooker & Co.," Buffalo. N. Y. J. H, 0
JlVU1aDJ-jJ- L
samq classes of property, of Ui value P'Rlelly ft Co., and B. II. Brigs & Co,
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JUST RIGHT
The Groceries yon buy here arc just right.
Tlio Lest quality at a fair price.

Our

Coffee

40-ce- nt

Will cause a satisfied smile wherever used,
licinember the place and don't waste time in
looking for these tinners.

A. J. MALOY,
Dv-

214 W. Railroad Ave
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UNDER SIDE OF

THE

EXAMINE

OUR CARPETS.

and you will find thom "wire woven"
that Is. the strongi st, longest lasting and In every way tlis best carpets
made. You can buy carpets cheaper
elsewhere, but you can't buy carpets
of better quality tit equal prices anywhere. By this we wlil stand or fall.
We are agents for thj Lancaster linoleums, the best mp.Je for the money.
Popular prices, cash or time.

Futrelle Furniture Co.
West En J Vladtic: .
Cor. Second Street and Gr;d Avenue

i7Uti4p,KM

COPvniCfiT.

A

FULL SUPPLY

of fresh meats will always greet your
eyes If you look through out establish'
mcnt and Ice boxes. We know your

wants and know how to meet them
with meats of all desirable kinds
beef, mutton, lamb, ham; poultry and
sausage, too. you wm lose irotning
gain much, by ordering meats here.

i

V

Wm. Farr,

rowvRKinT:

Decorative Effect
Is a niost important factor In the
jewelry worn, and best results are
obtained from artistic designs and
tasteful settings.
Our rings,
brooches, pins, etc., are of that high
art and quality found only in Jewelry of the finest make.

T. Y. MAYNARD
JEWELER.
Watch inspector A., T.
and S. F. P. Railroads.

& S.

.

-
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Meal Market
writes!, and

saiuicais

STEAM SAUSAGE FACTORY.

EM1L KLEIN WORT,
MASONIC BUILDING.
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SILVER
TRUSS.
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Retains
Severest
Hernia
vitb Comfort
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COOL.

Mutual
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mST.

120 W.

nerchandise
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Goods.
Sole agents for 5a n Antonio Lime.
Parts

of the City.
7

18 IT

10

Flour, Feed, Provisions. Hay
and drain.
Imported French and Italian

LI000RS.

Freeze livery to all

2

Telephone Service

North Third St reel

The New England
BAKERY
F. W. MOHLMAN,

rOU WANTf

Mgr.

Ou pamtry B jWclled.
Brasd, Reita. pp.. and Cakes
Freeh Every Day,

I;

,

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE
: .NO TELEGRAPH CO.
UXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX30CXXXyv

w

We solicit

2
j

S

yor

patronage

Automatic 'phone 656.
220 South Second St.
Opposite the postoffice.

J. H. 0'RIELLY &

CO.

Corner Second St. and Gold Ave.
Now is the time when you need

Fresh Drugs and
Pure Chemicals
in your Prescriptions

and for home use. J. H. O'RIelly A Co. Is the
place to get them, as we get them In nearly every day of the year, and
ell almost as fast as we get them.

2

-

QUICK AND RELIABLE!

Subscribe for the Citizen.
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Railroad Ave, Albuquerque.

DEALERS IN

Old Phone 247

43.

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

Toti & Gradi
GROCERIES AND

E001

y

Q. Bad a ra ceo

ELMO

SAKPIE AND CLUB

Finest
Whiskies,
Brandies,
Wines, etc.

1

West Railroad Avenue
Albuquerqu, N. fl.

Bar

I Kounrferscr.i
I Kevur iuov

Telephone

two-stor-

No. 303

No pressure

V Hips or

Schfol of Mines. MHunt was a
Junior :it the University of Colorado
RAILROAD NOTES.
last year.
8. Mlchaells of MaK'lalens. was a
guest at the Windsor err his "way to
Henry Moore, a clerk in the local , Gallup to meet Mrs. Mlchaells who
Panta Fe offices, and wife, left last! was returning from a v'sit of several
night for a visit with friends at Em- months in California.
poria, Kansas.
Frank E. Jackson, while doing tome
If the flock Island and Santa Fc voik out at Captain Cooney's ranch
merge Mr. Gould will have the chase In the San Mateo mountains a few
of his life for business. He will not days ago, had a fall that Injured one
have time to change management cf his hands so badly that he has not
been able to do much carpentering
every day.
will doubtless soon be In
The Brotherhood of Railway Train- tlnce. He however,
to do such work
men had their dance last night and condition,
customary n atness and
ngaln
with
his
all who attended had a good time.
Next will come the dance given by the dispatch.
Conrado Baca arrived In Socorro
boys of the Santa Fe Pacific fire defrom
Santa Fe to enter upon his dupartment.
will
occur some time
It
deputy In the office of the
as
ties
next month.
county collector and treasurer.
Mr.
Ralpii Dunbar and Rolla Stevens Baca Is an excellent accountant and
went to Cerrillos this morning to Join will doubtless render Rood service In
a surveying corps under Chief Engin- this position. He has of late occupied
eer Farwcll. It is the same corps that a responsible clerical position at the
recently finished making a preliminary territorial penitentiary under Supersurvey between this city and Durango, intendent H. O. Bursuni.
for the proposed Albuquerque Eastern
Mayor Cooney states that at the
railroad.
last meeting of the city council he orStanford Paterson, formerly steno- dered the health committee, consisting
grapher to General Manager Hitchcock cf Abran Abeyta, A. C. Abeytia and
of the coast lines, was in San Bernar- August Winkler, to consult Rev. Mardino on his way to Redlands, where tin, of the church of San Miguel, conhe has accepted a position with a can- cerning certain alleged unsanitary conning company. His place in the Los ditions resulting from the burial of
Angeles offices has been given to J. K. he dead beneath the church.
He
Haines, of Albuquerque.
Mates also that he and certain attorThe raise recently given the Santa neys are preparing a bill to present to
Fe engineers of the west end was not the legislature designed to cheapen
10 and 124 per cent, as the Associ- titles to old holdings within the city
ated Press dispatches had it. but 2V& grant.
per cent. In other words, the engiKILLED IN A MINE.
neers were granted approximately 10
cents more per 100 miles, or $3.60,
Sam Hurd Meets Death at Starkville
where before they received $3.50.
Saturday Night.
The force in the boiler department
Shortly after midnight Saturday
of the local shops Is be'.ng added to
almost daily. The number of men night .Samuel Hurd, a well known and
employed In this department of the highly respected m!ner of Starkville,
Santa Fe Pacific has run down mater- met death In a mine by a fall of coal
ially, since the boilermaker's strike and rock. The body was recovered and
the boilermaker's strike last summer was badly crushed.
Deceased was a married man and
and fall. The comrny has learned
from experience that the best results leaves a wife and two children residare obtained from hiring the best of ing at Starkville. He had been employworkmen, even though they cost more ed In the mine for a year past and was
money. Such are the class of men extremely popular with all who knew
him.
now being employed.
The coroner was notified and went
Passenger Conductor A. E. Kinney,
to
the scene of the accident. Triniof the San Diego run on the Santa Fe
road, lias returned to duty after a dad Chronicle.
three weeks' vacation. Mr. Kinney
The University and Minors Basket
was married during his absence to Ball teams will play
a match game in
Miss Minna L. Junkermen, of Dubu- Colombo
hall on Friday evening, Janque, Iowa. The happy couple passed uary 23.
This will be the finest exhimost of the honeymoon at Mr. Kin- bition of scientific basket ball ever
ney's ranch at Lakeside, San Diego played in the city.
county, California. Mr. Kinney and
bride received congratulations from
Dressed geese. SAN JOSE MAR"the boys" on the road.
- I
KET.
On C. R. Hudson's recent promotion,
Notice to Stockholders.
the San Bernardino, Cal., Sun says:
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 20, 903.
Charles R, Hudson, who has many
The annual ' meeting of the stockfriends here, and who married a forBuilding
mer San Bernardino girl. Miss Willis, holders of the
association will be' held on
has been promoted, to the position of and
general traffic manager with the Mex- Thursday evening, January 29, 1903,
ican Central. He is one of the most at eight o'clock at the office of the secable officials in the company's employ retary, room 20, Grant block, for the
and has for some time served in the transaction of such business as may
capacity of general passerger agent. come liefore said meeting, also, the
His new duties will call h!m to Eu- following proposed amendments to the
rope once each year. He has Just re- by laws will be presented for action.
turned from across the water, having That section 2 of article 15 of the said
been accompanied by Mrs. Hudson and by laws be amended to read as folthe latter's sister, Miss Louise Willis. lows:
His headquarters will'be, as before, In
Sec. 2. ihe premium must be bid
he City of Mexico.
at so many cents per share per month
during the life of the series the Btock
of which Is to form the basis of the
SOCORRO.
loan.
That section 1 of . article 16 be
From the Chieftain.
The board of county commissioners amended to read as follows:
Sec. 1. A stockholder or borrowing
made the Chieftain the official paper
of Socorro county for another term of member failing to pay his monthly In
stallments as often as 'they may betwo years.
The Illinois Brewing company are come due shall be fined at the rate of
erecting a
stone addition twelve per centum on the total amount
to their brewery in the north part of of delinquencies.
That section 10 of article 16 be rethe city. They are doing a good busipealed.
ness because they merit It.
O. A. KASEMAN, Secretary.
Dr. Chas. R. Keyes attended
the
meeting of the International Mining
Congress In El Paso Tuesday and read
a paper on "The Opportunities for
Mining Training In the Rocky MounDealer in
tain Region."
and
The winter's record was broken last General
Thursday when nearly an Inch of snow
Liquors
fell at Socorro. It melted rapidly
during the latter part of the day, how- Proprietor of the Summer Garden
ever, and practically all that was left
disappeared under Friday's bright All Kinds of Country Produce Bought
and Sold.
warm sun.
Mrs. A. M. Hunt, of Phoenix, Ariz- Goods
Delivered Free to all Parts of
ona, arrived in Socorro accompanied
ihe City. .
by her son A. J. Hunt, a young man
who came for the purpose of entering
Corner of Third and TIJeras
depa-ni- nt
- New Mexico
the technical
of the Albuquerque
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vH;0'Rielly; & Co,
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS
Old Phone 188
New Phone 216
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CHINESE DUPLICITY,

.

Moaa-ollaB-s

a Rule Hava

mm

Retard

fr
Thrhr Ward.

ItntLllttf

ALBERT

of

Kec-pJa-

Routh Sea it lander raid of bis rsce,
"As Mm ss we open our months a
lie is lmm." The t'hinee acknowledge ithmit. thnir.c the fame cf tlirni-- c
five iv. It may be true nninng western ti.nioiiH that "the nffairg of life

r ABER,

A

I

303 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDINU
Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains," Blankets and
Houas Furnishing Goods.

blnpc upon confldvnoe," but
the
oprcinlly in China, they hinge
upon Mispieion. There are few
who nt tilt h any ' importance to
kvrpii.fr nn engagement. Mott of them
lire like the mnn who, biinir aeruted
i f breaking his promise, replied that
it nas of no eoLseijuence, a he could
make another just as goodi Thethi-ne?try that one kIhuiKI never refute a reipiev t in an abrupt manner;
on the contrary, he should grant ii
in form, although with no intention
to do i in substance, "i'nt him off
and then until another
till
Thus you comfort hi
heart," they say.
In

vnf-t- .

Clii-net- o

Our Prices Crush

..COMPETITION..

e

Roil

fcraa

An Americnn and an Knglishnmn
met the other day before a show window in llrondway, in wjiich was displaced' a large lithograph in colors
of Cincinnati, showing how that city
looked 40 years ago, toys the New
York Times.
s
"What i the town noted for?"
atki'd the Knglithnmn.
"(), a lot of things." was the reply. Pork, vthUky. hills, hot weather
in summer, big music hulls, and then
it's the hor. of Senator Foraker."
"I dure Miy cither would make it
famous. Hut you'll excuve me when I
say I never beard of the tovxn before."
"Well, it's the town where old. man
Zimmerman lived, and hi daughter
married the Duke of Manchester."
"Ah. ye. You Americans, w ith the
assistance of our scions, have your
geography on the enl
of your
tongues."
"And you Englishmen, with the
of our girls, have your bank
accounts' at the ends of your fingers."
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Living Prices
Extra Bargains in Iron Beds,
Springs and Mattresses, and
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' '
especially In
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CHARTER

.

relutes the Portland Oregoniun. The
lady if the household, like many
newly married women, was making a
thorough tent of her huslmnd'b digestive powers by linking bread for
the family. The pointer pup was now
taking on the appearance of a genuine (In,'-- , ami put in most of his time
looking for something to eat. lie
found just what he was looking for.
Mrs. Newly-Webud placed a pnn
containing three loaves in the Mate
of dough tinder the kitchen stove
and bud gone upstairs for n few minutes. Like many new
she wax generous in the uhc of yeast,
ami her bread was usually lighter
than a sponge. When she returned
the dough bud been transferred from
the pan to the interior of the pointer, who' whs already showing signs
of distress.. The yeast was getting
in its deadly work, and gradually
the dog's body began to swell. The
bend, which had formerly been the
most prominent feature of his makeup, ws quite
eclipsed
ilia
bursting body. The legs looked likj
toothpicks supporting a beer keg.
The poor pointer was now writhing
In agony, and after several neighbors
strenuous)
had proposed various
measures, an application of saleratus
water brought relief.

j,

INr&T WHISKIE8. IV.FORTED A DOMESTIC
J
4 COGNAC.
"ns Coolest and Hlgheit Grade of Lager served.
Finest and Ccst Imported and Oomestlo Cigars
j.V '

Loah and Hrvunp a Bloated;
Monatroaltr.

M

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS

Bread

A tevt months ago a young; man
who :s employed in ono of the railroad offices of this city bought u very
muuII pointer pup. The dog grew
steadily, but imiinly iu the bend and
legu, having no body to tpeuk of,
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QUICKEL & EOTHE, Proprietors

RAPID GROWTH.
Ilrwlr-Wed- 'a
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AND FINANCE.

Rcpartre IMwnn an Aaar
and nrlllclaer
Sear

H

simply will not be beaten
In prices by any Carpet store In
town.'
It's a matter of pride with us,
as well as of business and
money making, to sell as low as
anyone, and we give better value
for the same money. Large buying, large selling tells the tale of
our success.
...
We have Ingrain Carpets from
25c per yard upwards
Brussells Carpets from 50c per
yard upwards.
W

Advice to Ktna; Alfoam.
King Alfonso wants to rebuild the
Fpanih nay. All right, Alfey; rebuild it if Von want to, but, nays the
( hicairo Iteeord-llernlwhen you have
it rebuilt be careful that it shall never
gt into a tight.
GEOGRAPHY

u

'

"'

Hard Coal. Bass Burners
Soft Coal and Wood Heaters
EASY PAYMENTS.

Borradaile & Co.
117 GOLD AVENUE.

).,

d

bread-maker-

e

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
,

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.
U

S.

DEPOSITORY

.

Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
add Sar.ta Fe Railway Companies.

To-pe- ka

.'.. .. . ,"$5OO,0C0.0O

Authorized Capital
Paid up Cap'tal, Suq lus and profits.,

.$200,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
S. Raynnlds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice presi-

Joshua

dent; Frank McKee, cashier;

II. F. Raynolds,

A B. McMillan.

TRUSTS IN FORMER DAYS.
IB

Alevt

Monopolist
Tia
Fob RlaSTa aaS Otfce
Prod aria.

Qvr-- nl

The cornering of foodstuffs by monarch and their agents is said to have
been the earliest form of trust that
ever existed and as they hiidtbf power
to prevent any bear movement in opposition their deals could not help being successf ul one. Account cf such
transactions are to he found in Assyrian records dating back 7.000 or 8,000
years; ami the Hible decerilies a very
large operation of this kind carried out
by Joseph, w hen, out of the wealth of
the seven fat years, he provided for tli
poverty of the seven lean ones. The
Itoniaus did the same thing through
their ux farmers, w ho luid embargoes
on the food supplies of the provinces
against arrears of taxes, and the probability is that similar operations were
also conducted with regard to manufacturers.
Another form of monopolies, known
as trade guilds, has existed from very
early times, and these, fn the middle
ages, amounted prectirnljy to the cornering of certain arts and industries
as well as means uf distribution. The
creatrst of Ibeni was the famous
ji league
of the lianse tow ns. So close
a combine was his that it possessed
its own fleets of arinrd merchantmen
and even armies of inerce naries In order to guard its monopoly a length to
which not even American capitalists

MY GREAT CLEARANCE SALE
will

interest every clothing buyer

In town.

I

about It here, but

to move my

am boun

winter stock out of the house if prices will do it.

Can't tell you much

sEOII TiUSEimi
fl

NOTE A FEW CUT PRICES BELOW:
120 and

25

Suit for

$16

and $18 Suit for

$12

and

$15

Suit for

$ 8

and

$10

Suit for

$20

and $25 Overcoats for

$18

Overcoats for

$15.00
11.50
9.00
7.00
10.50
12.50

$12 and $15 Overcoats for

O.OO

...M. M ANDELL..:,
The Leading Clothier in
Albuquerque.
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MRS.
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IT'S IMPOSSIBLE.

I.

Arrives From Winslow and Calls on
-

Husband at County Jail,
THE OLD LOVE

THE AL11UQUEKQUK DAILY CITIZEN Tt'KSDAI

RETURNS.

SANTA

To Disprove Facts It It Decidedly
Easy to Verify Albuquerque
Opinion.
Nothing by way of an Introduction
ctuld be added to the experiences and
opinions given below, which could increase their value. Albuquerque people can safely be left to draw their own
conclusions baaed on such convincing
proof as this citizen offers. What is
there lacking in evidence like this to
doubting
satisfy a
Thomas?
Mrs. M. J. Butler, (M. J. Butler, night
watchman In the Santa Fe shops), residence, 717 East street, says: "When
t wfnt to tha Alvarado
Fharmacy
for Doan's Kidney Pills I had an attack of backache. It was only one of
many which had annoyed me for two
or three years. At first they were mild
and I expected they would leave Just
as mysteriously as they came, but with
the passing of time the attacks were
more frequent and of longer duration.
I used three boxes of Doan's Kidney
Pills and was rewarded with an entire
cessation of the aching. Up to date,
and It is considerably over six months
since I stopped the treatment, there
has not been a sign of any recurrence."
For sale b.- - all dealers. Price BO
cents. Foster Mllburn Co., Buffalo, N.
y sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and take
no substitute.

Particulars

FE

of Jail

JANUARY

20 1903

The Union DUNBAR'S
Market

TRAGEDY,

Delivery and Kill

PRISONERS

SECURE

LIBERTY,

From New Mexican, Jan. 19.
Epltacio Gallegos, jailor at the county Jail, was iliot and killed In a most
'
cold blooded 'manner last evening
about 6 o'clock by two prisoners who
made their escape. Gallcgns bad gone
across the river to purchase a Email
looking glass, and wnne ne was gone,
Vlctorlano Casados, thn night man,
started to lock the prisoners In the'.r
cells for the night. He had locked all
the outer doors and placed the keys
in his pocket. Jose Telles. who was
held on the charge of murdering a man
named Pino at Kennedy, and Albert
Kampe, who was charged with robbing
a box car, suddenly seized him when
he was off his guard, placed him in
one of the cells, took the keys from
him and locked him In.
The two men then went up stairs to
the jailor's room and took a six- shooter belonging to Gallegos, and a
rltle of Sheriff
After waiting In the jailor's
is
rejoicing over the prospect of clean, room for some time they went to the
cell in which SaBados was locked and
commodious rooms In which to live.
The new steel range that has been asked him if Gallegos had a revolver
Installed In the school kitchen is a with him or was armed with anything.
decided success and now our cook Casados told them he was not and.
wears a broad smile of pleasure and seeing that they had securel arms told
"Dear Mim. Tivkitam: I suffered for several years vrith general
them If they simply wanted to escape,
satisfaction.
pains, caused by womb trouble. JJy appe
vreakuess
ami beuriiiK-tlow- n
keys
to
all
Dr. Wood visited Isleta today for to get out as'they had the
lio awake for hours, and could not sleep,
would
and
tito
fitful,
I
wa3
the purpose of seeing some sick peo the doors and there was nothing to until I seemed more weary in the morning tlinn when I retired. After
go
It.
to
They
prevent
refused
at
that
wants.
to
ple and administering
their
rea li.ig ono of your advertisements I decided to try the merits of Ljdia
Miss Anna 13. Bush .has returned time and taid they "would wait awhile 13. l'itikham' Vegetable Compound, and I am
glad I did. Ko one-careEpltacio."
They then
from the El Paao carnival. She says longer for
good it did me. I took three Lotties faithfully, and
describe
tho
there is too much mud there to enjoy turned to the room upstairs.
besides building up my general health, it drove all disease and poison
Gallegos did not return for at least out of my body, and mado mo feel as epry and active as a young girL
the sights of the carnival. She visited
a
placed
was
Casado3
hour
half
after
Cloudcroft and Alamogordo and had a
Mrs. Pinkham's medicines aro certainly all they are claimed to be."
very enjoyable time with friends In In the cell, and the two men deliberate- Mas. 3L E. IIuqiisov, 347 East Ohio bt., Chicago, 111.
ly waited for him. When he entered
Alamogordo.
3Irs. Plnklmiu Tells How Ordinary Tasks Produce Displacements.
the building they gave him no warnApparently trifling Incidents In women's daily life frequently produce
Get a free sample of Chamberlain's ing so far as Sasados could tell, and
of the womb. A slip on the stairs, lifting during menstruation,
Stomach and Liver Tablets at all drug he went up the stairs to his room and displacements
standing at a counter, running a sewing machine, or attending to the most
stores. They are easier to take and just as he turned to enter the door, ordinary
tasks may result in displacement, and a train of serious evils In started.
more pleasant In effect than pills.
first indication of such trouble should be the signal for quick action.
Then their use Is not followed by con- one of them fired the rifle. The ball Don'tThe
let the condition become chronic through neglect or a mistaken Idea
stipation as is often the case with entered the right side, passed through
you can overcome it by exercise or leaving it alone.
pills. Regular size, 25 cents per box. the heart and came out through the that More
than a million women have regained health by the use of Lydia E.
left arm. Whether or not there was a Pinkham's
Srcgctable Compound.
AT SANTA FE.
struggle is not known. Gallegos was
slightest
troublo appears which you do not understand
the
If
struck on the forehead with the butt of
a few
Albuquerqueane at the Territorial Cap- the revolver and the side of his face write to Mrs. JMnkham, at Lynn, Mass., tor her advice, and
timely words from her will show you the right thing to do. This
ital Last Sunday.
was powder burned.
advice osts you nothing, but it may mean life or happiness or both.
From New Mexican, Jan. 19.
As soon as the murder was commit
Miss Blanche K. Steele, of Albuquer
Mrs. Lelah Stowell, 177 Wellington
two men ran down stairs and
que, who was an employe of the house ted the
young
boy
through
yard.
A
out
the
St., Kingston, Ont.,
of representatives of the Thirty-fourtnamed Lopez was crossing the bridge
You are indeed a
Mns. Fixkham:
"Dear
legislative assembly, is registered at
and heard the shot. He started to the
godsend to women, and if they all knew what
the Palace.
jail to Investigate and as he reached
you could do for them, there would be no need
J. M. Sandoval assessor of Bernalfence Telles leaped the fence with
of their dragging out miserable lives in agony.
illo county, arrived from Albuquerque the
in his hand. He pointed it at
the
nains.
"T Riiffi'i-efor venra tvith beariner-dow- n
yesterday and was an Interested spec- Lopezrifle ordered him to get out. Log
headin
and
excruciat
and
nervousness,
trouble,
womb
tator today at the opening of the ses- pez did not hesitate and got. He was
ache, but a few bottles of Lyrtla K. Pinkham's
sion.
so frightened that be returned home
Vegetable compound maae me mxik.
Sheriff Thomas S. Hubbell, of Bernaate his supper before giving the
now and promising to me. I am light and
lillo county, arrived on Saturday's and
A number of men then went to
happy, and I do not know what sickness
Albuquerque. He is alarm.
la orwl T Tifw fin inv lbf Viit.
benlth "
admission,
to
secure
We tell tne greates ef blood puri- noon train from
jail
and
tried
the
' Lydia IS. iMnkliam's Vegetable
fl-- fiers. Acker's Blood Ellier, under a pos an interested spectator in legislative but there was no response to their
I
itive guarantee,
Compound can always be relied upon to restore
it will cure chron proceedings.
rings and a carriage was sent for
'
W. T. McCre!gIit, the successful busic ana oiner Diooa poisons. IT you
over
He
the
Klnsell.
climbed
feeling, weak
have eruptions or sore3 on your body, iness manager of the Albuquerque Cit- Sheriff
that bearing-dow- n
the worst forms of female complaints,
or are pale, wetk or run down, it '. izen, spent yesterday in town talking corral fence and entered the jail from back, filling and displacement of the womb, inflammation of the ovaries, and
Just what you need. We reund money to members of the legislative assem- the rear. When he reached the head of ill troubles of the uterus or womb. It dissolves and expels tumors from the
If you are not satisfied. 60 cents and bly.
the stairs he stumbled over the body uterus in the early stage of development, and checks any tendency to cancer$1. J. H.- O'Rlelly & Co, and B. H
of Gallegos. He at once discovered
ous humors. It subdues excitability, nervous prostration, and tones up the
A.
Hon. E.
Miera, of Cuba, chairman
Brlggs a, Co,
Hampe were missing entire female system. Its record of cures is the greatest In the world, and
Telles
that
and
of the board of county commissioners
and found Casados locked in the cell. should bo relk'd upon with confidence.
LEGISLATIVE NOTES.
of Bernalillo county, is a notable fig
nd signature of
cannot forthwith prodnoe th orllnil leK.--rt
FORFEIT if
lock of the cell was broken with a
ure among the many visitors in town The
above tesUmouiHU, which rill nrr.TA their ahuolute rrcnuitieneu.
Deputies
released.
pick
Casados
and
I.villa K. Flnkbam Medicine Co, I.yi:n, M
Both Claim to Have Been Elected from He Is the guest of his mother on lower
from
bloodhounds
were
notified
and
the
County,
looking for a safe and paying- - Investment.
Union
San Francisco street.
Notice.
the penitentiary were sent for. Lopez
Demlng- - water Is chemically pure-equW. F. McCosh, the republican nomiA. B. McMillen, Esq., and his part
given
hereby
Is
Jesus
that
Notice
nee for member of the house from ner, H. F. Raynolds, composing the Bald after the men had passed him he M. Sanchez has no authority to sell to Polan springs.
river
Dcmlng has increased SO per cent In popUnion county, was among Sunday's law firm of McMillen & Raynolds, of watched them run west along the Guadproperties situated below ine upper
passed
they
under
the
had
until
capital
arrivals at the
from his home Albuquerque, are in the capital today
belonging to the estate of ulation In four years.
ditch
Helen
alupe bridge.
Dcmlng water and pure ozone make
at Exeter. When he left Clayton, the attending to legal business.
Marcos Baca y Velasquez.
The dogs took the scent and started
strong and healthy people.
returns of the election held In Union
Y RAEL,,
BACA
Hen. Geo. F. Albright, manager of
JOSE
out well, but would not follow It exInvestments In Demlng lots will double
,
county on the 13th instant, to decide the Albuquerque
ESTEVAN BACA,
By this time
and treble in one year.
cept
distance.
a
for
short
countie,
had been received at the
the
tielrs.
arrived Saturday. He today commencDemlng has now a large Ice plant and
ty seat, but the county commissioners ed bis first term as a legislator and the men had an hour's start. The purelectric light system under contract.
up at a late hour until
given
was
suit
F. A. Jones, t. M., C. E.
had not canvassed, them
from his record it is judged that he
In Demrng the demand for rental
daylight. This morning the dogs took
Consulting Mining Engineer
Dispatches received late Monday af will make a good one.
houses Is five times in excess of the sup
well and followed it rapidly Field assistant U. S. Geological Survey ply.
ternoon from Clayion, state that all
Hon. Thomas Hughes, editor of the the scent
Albuquerque, N. M.
Demlng has am abundance of water for
the precincts of Union coantyKcept Albuquerque Citizen, has arrived In and with certainty. Deputy Sheriff
Correspondence solicited.
Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or garMiera, have been heard from. These town and today commenced his fifth Charles Closson, Richard Huber and
dens.
give W. F. McCosh, republican candl term In the legislative council. If he Nicolas Tenorlo were with them. They
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Tluy lots and build in Demlng.
Tour
along
river
west
directly
went
the
eighteen
assembly,
ma
date for the
does as well in the present session as
rental returns will be 20 per cent on the
the
No.
of
middle
Mrs.
ner
parlors.
bank
and
Bambini,
the
alout
at
jority.
Miera precinct, however, Is he did during the past four sessions he
Investment.
democratic, and the result therefore Is will add to his already fine record morning the posse found the revolver 05 South First street, over the Hyde
In Demlng good safe loans can be had
still in doubt. The democrats claim His daughter, Miss Lou Hughes, one of of Gallegos on the river bank where it Exploring Expition store, is prepared at better rates than In the old established
John S. Holland' selection. New
the most competent stenographers and had evidently dropped from the pocket tc give thorough scalp treatment, do towns.Demlng you can buy
At
lots at $100
typewriters in the territory, accompan of one of the men. They took with hair dressltng, treat corns, bunions which
will pay you 100 per cent in less
led her father as his private secretary, them all the ammunition they could and Ingrowing nails. She gives mast
A WOMAN TO BE PRETTY.
find for the rifle and the revolver and sage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. than twelve months.
good hotel Is needed
are well auie to aeiena inemseives Bambini's own preparations of com- toIn Demlng another enormous
One Hundred Dollars a Box.
Increase of
accommodate the
Must Have Luxuriant and Glossy Hair, Is the value H. A. Tisdale, Summerton, Gallegos leaves a widow, one daughter plexion cream builds up the skin and
population.
No Matter What Color.
S. C, places on De Witt'a Witch Hazel 14 years old,' and two minor children. improves the complexion, and are
Demlng Is a great health result has no
The finest contour of a female face, Salve. He says: "I had the piles for
She superior In climate for the cure of pulA Jury was at once empaneled by guaranteed not to be Injurious.
mouth,
a
sweetest
female
of
smile
the
I tried many doctors and Justice of the Peace Conklln, of pre- also prepares a hair tonic that cures monary troubles.
20 years.
loses something if the head is crown- medicines, but all failed except De cinct 17. Charles Astler was foreman and prevents dandruff and hair falling
Demlng will be the great smelter center.
ed with scant hair. Scant and falling Witt's Witch Hazel Salve. It cured and the other members were T. Cas- out; restores life to dead hair; re- Two large plants will be Installed within
hair, it is now known, is caused by a me." It Is a combination of the healing tillo, B. Sandoval, Frank Gutierrez and moves moles, warts and superfluous the year.
parasite that burrows into the scalp properties of Witch Hazel with anti- Juan Ortega. The Jury rendered a ver- hair. Give her a trial. She also bai Why buy high priced lots when you can
to the root of the hair, where it saps septics and emollients; relieves and dict charging Telles and Hampe with a very fine tooth powder, which she get them in Demlng cheap now, with certain advance assured?
the vitality. The little white scales permanently cures blind, bleeding the murder.
guarantees to be free from all metallic
Agricultural lands in Demlng are unsurthe grms throws up in burrowing itching and protruding piles, sores,
It
perfumes the breath, passed for fertility, production of fruits
Gallegas was an unusually popular substances.
are called dandruff. To cure dandruff cuts, bruises eczema, salt rheum and man in this city. He was a prominent hardens the gums and makes the teeth and vegetables of all kinds.
permanently, then, and to stop falling all skin diseases. J. H. O'Rlelly & Co, political worker and had served as city clean and white. It la highly recom
Demlng offers the same opportunities
hair, that germ niUBt be killed. New-bio'- s and B. II. Briggs & Co.
cities In the
of this city. lie was a mem- mended by all first class dentists. Al- now thnt the most prosperous
marshal
reHerepiclde. an entirely new
so a face powder, a freckle cure, and west offered several years ago.
of
Workmen,
Order
ber
of
the
I'nited
Demlng
needs one hundred new housrs
MONUMENTS,
sult of the chemical laboratary. des
high. He left a position on pimple cure, nd pile cure. All of to supply the demand, and needs them
All kinds of stone and marble work. aud stood
troys the dandruff geim, and, of course
these preparations are purely vegeta- now. This demand continues to grow.
tHe
of
in
first
month
wholesale
the
the
stops the falling hair, and cures bald Prices moderate. Shop and yard cor house of Cart wright Brothers to ac- ble compounds. Give her a trial.
Demlng ships over 100,000 head of cattle
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue. cept
ness.
Automatic telephone 490.
annually; Is the center of the greatest
appointment
as
the
jailer.
-H. Q. MAURINO.
Send
Sold bv leading druggists.
breeding region In the southwest and catGallegos was about 35 years of age.
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INDIAN SCHOOL NOTES.
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O silks is beyond comparison.
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Dr. Perkins, superintendent of the O prices do all the talking. LION O and up; 10 bed springs, assorted; 5
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Dua't overlook It

Mrs. Avllla, wife of Alonzo Avllla,
arrived this morning from her home at
Winslow, Ariz.
Alonzo Avilla, alias James Forest,
la the Santa Fe Pacific passenger
brakcman In durance vile at the county Jail awaiting trial, charged with
having committed a breach of the Edmonds act, and betraying Miss Ada
Petty, of Alita, Iowa, into marrying
him in a mock ceremony in this city
last October.
Immediately on arriving In the city
M-- s.
Avllla went to Deputy Sheriff
Newcomer's office and secured a permit to visit her husband at the county
Jail.
A Citizen representative was pres
ent when they met. It occurred in the
little reception room on the second
floor of that cold stone building, where
little warmth is felt even by the few
visitors that happen to have urgent
and necessary business there. They
were a little bashful on account of the
publicity of the place, but feelings of
love overcome the bashfulness and a
fond embrace followed. A whispered
conversation was indulged in, he clasping her hand. It could be easily seen
that Mrs. Avllla still has faith in her
husband. When approached on the
subject loth refused to talk. Mrs.
Avilla was asked if she had seen what
the papers had said about the charge
against her husband. She said she
had, and remarked that she didn't be
lieve any of it and that there were
always two sides to a story.
She la a large woman of rather at
tractive appearance and looks to be
about 40 years of age.
She was
dressed In black this morning. Her
facial features are rather full, yet only
a few lines appear about her eyes and
the corners of the mouth. Her hair,
which was once brown, Is streaked
with grey. She will remain in the city
until after the preliminary hearing
which comes up In United States Commissioner Whiting's court tomorrow.
Alonzo Avilla, the betrayer, has a
very presentable appearance, but nothing striking. He is small in stature,
dark In complexion and wears a thin
dark mustache. His hair is very dark
and judging from style and accent, is
o Spanish descent.
His address is
very good. His conversation shows
that he has a common school education. He uses some large words but
Invariably places them in the wrong
place. He is just the kind of a fellow that a young girl with a "hungry"
heart would fall in love with.
The finish of this case will be Jooked
forward to with Interest.
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another woman in high
letter follows,
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NEW TELEPHONE. No. 493.
Money to Loan on oooa Real Estate
Security at Low Rates of
-

Interest.

WM. GOETTINQ & CO., Proprietors.
All kinds of Fresh Meats handled.
Sausage making a specialty.

W.

L

k

TRIMBLE,

CO.

Eecond street, betweer itallroad and
Copper .venue
Horses and Mules bought and exchang
ed.
LJvsrr, tsa.e, reed aud
Vrensfor fitabi
TURNOUTS

BEST

CtT

THfc

IN

Address W. L. TRIM BLR
Albu'U(.rqje. N. M.

CO,

k.

Coney Island

RESTAUR NT
No. 118 Railroad Avenue.

BEST

IN THE CITY.
MEALS, 25c.

MEALS
REGULAR

Short Order at Any Price.
1882

1902

Pratt &

F. G.

Co.

Sole Agents for Casino and Ora brand
Canned Uooaa. Dealers In

Staple and Fancy Groceries
214 South Second Street.

Hllsboro

Creamery

Butter Best
Earth.

on

Free Delivery

Orders Solicited.

New Phone

Old Prone 59.

152

J. W. Edwards
Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.

I Also

i"-I-

Monunif ut

t

parlc

lit N. Second
W. H. HAHN

Office and

COAL DEALER
Cerrillos and Gallup Domeotic Lump
Coal, $5.00 per ton.
Anthracite Nut, $7.50 per ton.
Anthracite, larger sizes, $7.75 per

ten.
Wood and Kindling, all sizes.

Yard and Office: 107 East Railroad
avenue; uptown office, Armijo bldg.
Automatic,

Telephones:

410

and

267; Bell, 45.

Carpenters' ana machinists tools of
Hardware
all kinds. Alliuquerq'ie
company.

THESoutnaRCaDE
First Street.
311

FRANK VAJO, Proprlstor.

Journal-Democrat-

Mex-lean-

oaaaooaoa

oactoaoaao

P. Parenti & Co.,

W.

R.

The best of liquors served to pat
rons of the bar.
Sandwiches of all kinds served.
Nice large rooms, everything Drao
new, upstairs for lodging purposes.

ADVERTISE
IN

NEWSPAPERS
MAGAZINES
TRADE PAPERS
WRIT! tom

RAT

19 TO

CURTIS
tO

NEWHALL
CO.
AMQtLtS, CAlironNIA

rELECTRIC

LIGHTED
TRAINS
Are operated by the

Between

TEXAS
And the

North and East
Between

BIRMINGHAM, MEMPHIS,!
And the

North

and

West

Between

OKLAHOMA
And the

North

and

Bast

Obst.-vatiocafe cars, under the
manageroen of Fred Harvey. Equip
ment of the latest nl best design.
n

FOR RENT 1 furnished house, 6
rooms, up to date; Copper avenue.
FOU RENT 1 furnished house and
stable.. up to date; Third street.
FOR RENT
brick, on South
Fourth street; $15 per month.
FOR RENT
brick, East Railroad avenue; $18 per month.
FOR RENT
adobe, corner
Lewis avenue and Williams street.
FOR RENT 2 rooms over San Jose
Market; $12.
FOR RENT South Second street, 2
houses; modern Improvements; 6
rooms each, at $20 per month.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms in good
locations.
FOR SALE Fine place;
frame house, corner Third Btreet'
and Baca avenue; price, $1,G00.
FOR SALE New cement built house,
water heated, tinted inside and out.
and
in every respect; 8
rooms and bath room; brick sidewalk, Bluher system, on corner.
Price, $5,500.
FOR SALE Frame house, 4 rooms, On
a corner, near 6hops; lots 50x142
feet. Price, $1,100.
FOR SALE Corner lot, 50x100 feet.
Hazeldlne avenue and Third street.
FOR SALE: 4 lots corner Lead ave
nue and First street.
FOR SALE
brick house,2 lots
50x142 feet; house nearly new. Price
$1,800. A bargain.
FOR SALE Lodging house 16 rooms
at a bargain.
FOR SALE Good business lots on
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE 100x100 feet corner Coal
avenue and Third street.
FOR SALE 25 acres on North Fourth
street at a bargain; house and stable
on land about three miles out; will
sell for part cash and balance at 8
per cent.
FOR SALE On a desirable corner In
brick house,
Fourth ward,
with bath room and all modern conveniences, electric light, etc.; stable,
cement sidewalks and lawn.
FOR SALE On North First street, 3- room frame house, 2 lots 50x142 feet,
for $1,100; can be bought on Installments If purchaser desires.
FOR SALE1 10 acres near the new
woolen mill; also some acreage on
North Fourth street.
FOR SALE
brick house and
bath room; good stable, chicken
house, wind mill and tank and plenty
of good water. Price, $1,800. This
is a snap.
FOR SALE Brick house, 8 rooms,
with bath, geod stable. Lots 150x142
feet, in Highlands. Price, $1,800.
FOR SALE Fine
brick house,
North Fourth Btreet; bath room;
with 4 lots, stable, etc., fine cement
walks.
FOR SALE One mile out, 4 acres of
good, highly cultivated land, with
lots of fruit of all kinds, alfalfa, etc.
Good house and stable. The place
Is in a fine location, near Mountain
Road; was formerly called the Mid-val- e
property; will be sold cheap.
FOR SALE Good lodging house; also
good lodging and boarding house.
FOR SALE Fine house of 7 rooms.
with oath room, furnished; In Highlands; splendid location; trees, stable, lawn, etc. Price, $3,000; terms,
cash $50, balance on Installments
by the month, at 6 per cent Interest,
until paid.
FOR SALE Fine brick house of 12
rooms ana bath room; electric lights,
and all modern Improvements, in a
fine location. Price, o,500.
FOR
The Kimball place, on
house;
Twelfth street; 4 lots,
fine trees, hedges, stable; city water.
Price, $2,250.
FOR SALE $1,000, house and lot on
Third street, between Tljeras road
and Marquette avenue; good location for business.
FOR SALE Beautiful corner near the
park, on West Copper avenue, good
bricit uouse, with all modern Improvements and will be sold cheap.
FOR SALE!
urick house near
shops, with good stable and other Improvements, on a corner; will be sold
at a bargain.
FOR SALE Fine brick house near
corner of Seventh and Roma avenue,
with 3 lots. Price, $2,400.
FOR SALE 4 room frame house on
North Fifth street; $1,000; good location.
FOR SALE Some fine corner lots on
West Coal avenue; also some good
ranches for sale.
FOR SALE $2,750, lodging and board
ing house in a good location and centrally situated, near depot and shops.
FOR SALE 3 Lpts corner New York
avenue and Seventh street,
FOR SALE
brick house; lot
five-roo-

Si-L-

E

50x142

feet;

$1,500.

FOR SALE
house, North Second Btreet; 2 lots for $1,100.
with
FOR SALE Brick house,
2 lots, south postofflce, at a bargain.
frame house on
FOR SALE--rpocorner South Edith Btreet; $1,300.
FOR SALE Fine property close In;
brick house and stable, modern Improvements; alfalfa, lots of fruit,
wind mill and tank; will be sold
cheap.
FOR SALE Lodging house, 12 rooms.
Gool location; cheap.

E. H. DUNBAR.
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to a number of such cases, and such
a home as 1 have suggested will lie not
only a .,ksslng to the children, but a
decided advantage to the territory In
preventing them from becoming a public charge cither as paupers or criminals.
Public Roads.
It Is a well known fact that the condition of our county roads, with hardly
a:i exception, is lamentably defective.
The work upon them provided by law.
If performed at all Is done In such a
careless and inefficient manner as to
show no results. Provision should be
made by you for enforcing the present
law, or by enacting a new one which
will accomplish the desired end. The
great difficulty seems to be at present
thp.t tliero Is m responsible head to
th's Irr.pcrtrnt department of Internal
imprcvemcr.t.
work or repairs
made rpon loads and bridges should
be ucdrr direct supervision of the
Ccunty Surveyor, and no money should
be paid on this account except upon
a certiflctte from him of the amount
and character of the work and that
the party performing the same had
acually earned the money and was entitled to pay; and he should be requirreport to the
ed to make a
board cf county commissioners of the
amount, character and cost of such
work.
Library.
There are a large number of New
Mexico reports In the library, reprints
of volumes No. 1 and 2, and volumes
9 and 10, which under the present law
cannot be sold or disposed of, except
the few volumes necessary for exchange with other states and territories. There should be a law under
which the librarian Is authorized to
sell these reports at cost, turning the
proceeds into the library fund for the
purchase of new books.
Rewards.
Under the present law the executive
is not allowed to offer rewards In any
case for the apprehension of criminals. This should be amended so as to
allow the executive In a proper case
to offer reasonable rewards, and proper appropriation should be made for
the purpose of paying the same.
of Territory.
1 desire to call your attention to the
necessity of the present legislature reapportioning the territory for legislative purposes, a duty which should
have been performed by the last legislature, as our territorial act providing
that the governor shall reapportion in
case the legislature fails to do so. Is in
conflict with the act of congress on
that subject, approved January 10,
1878. This Is a very important matter,
controlling the legality of the
of members of your body, an ', should
'
not be delayed.
New Lands.
Section 3781. Compiled Laws of
1897, now provides that no law shall
go Into effect In less than thirty full
days after the adjournment of the legislature, unless otherwise provided.
This act was passed in 1857, and is a
most wise provision. But it has been
the custom of the legislature to make
every act take effect from and after Its
passage. This is a very grave mistake, and should never be done except
In extreme cases, which actually require the immediate execution of the
law. At the last legislature, for Instance, changes were made In civil and
criminal practice and in general laws
which took effect at once; while the
laws were not printed and distributed
until July, courts were held all over
the territory, and both court and counsel did not know what the law was,
and I earnestly urge that you do not
put any laws into immediate effect, except where it is absolutely essential,
like the revenue act.
Emblems on Ballots.
The piesent law providing that any
political convention held In any county
for the purpose of nominating candidates to be voted for at any election
may adopt and file with the probate
clerk any mark or designating device,
ias proved in many instances a detriment rather than a help to the voter,
as there may be as many different
emblems or devices as there are counties In the territory for the same ticket. In one county the republicans may
have a democratic emblem and vice
versa. I would recommend that the
present law be changed so that the
territorial central committee of each
political party shall Belect and adopt
the emblem or device to be used by
said party for the ensuing two years,
in all counties of the territory. That
when adopted the same should be certified by the chairman and secretary
of the committee to the secretary of
the territory, where It should be filed
by him and known as the emblem or
device of the particular party filing
the same to be used at all elections,
until the same shall be changes and
the change certified to the secretary
of the territory. The penalty for using any such emblem or device upon
ballots other than those representing
the party which has adopted the some,
should be made more stringent and
provision should be made for enforcing the same.
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West Railroad Avenue.

PIONEER BAKERY
8IMON BAILING, Proprietor.

Successor to Balling Bros.

Wedding

:
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:a : Specialty

We desire patronage, and we
s
guarantee
baking.
8. First St.,
Albuquerque, N.
first-clas-
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AVENUE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

omo090omomco
HOTEL CLAIRE...
SANTA FE, N. M
FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED, STEAM HEATEO,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
BATH8 AND
8ANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
LARGE
8AMPLE
ROOM
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
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GEO. E. ELLIS,
Proprietor and Owner.
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Railroad Time Tables

Sl9
(in Effect

Nov. 1, 1902.)
ARRIVE FROM THE NORTH.

No. 1, California Express.... 7:15p.m.
No. 7, Alex. & Cal. Express. .10:05 p.m.
No. i, California Limited
10 : 60 a.m.
LEAVE GOING NORTH.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:30 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11: 65 p.m.
No. 8, Chicago Express
7:30 p.m.

....

ARRIVES

KROAI

SOUTH.

....

No. 22, Atlantic Express
7:10 a.m.
LEAVES GOING SOUTH.
No. 27, Aiexlco Express
11:00 pm
ARRIVE FROM WEST.
No. 2, Atlantic Express
8:05 a.m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited
11:45 p.m.
No 8, Chicago Express
6:45 p.m.
LEAVE GOING WEST.
No. 1. California Express.... 8:15p.m.
No, 3, California Limited. . . .11:00 a.m.
No. 7,Mex. & Cal. Express.. 10: 45 p.m.
No. 7 will carry mail from the east
and No. 3 from the west.
The No. 3 and No. 4 are the limited

and they arrive daily.
Local freight No. 99, going aouth.
carries passengers.
F. U MYERS, Agent
.... .
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Militia.
Your attention is called to the report and recommendations of the adjutant general, from which it will be
seen that the duties and responsibilities of that office, are already largo
and Increasing, and with the passage
of the militia bill row pending in congress, a large amount of money will
be coming to the territory for the support of its organized militia, as well as
largely Increasing the duties of the
adjutant general's oflloe. The adjutant general is the head of the organized militia in the territory and his salary !n my Judgment should be increased so as to bo commensurate with his
duties and responsibilities.
And also
the appropriation for armory rent and
support of the national guard should
be Increased and made for both purposes Instead of being divided as now,
and without reference rt) places where
armories are to be located.
Territorial Engineer.
Every state and territory has an
officer known as the state or territory
engineer, and the condisions of the
public lands In this territory are such
as to demand such an officer more
than most commonwealths. The most
of our lands remaining to be selected
are for reservoir and Irrigation purposes, and for the Improvement of the
Rio Gran:lo, and should be under the
'mmediate supervision of a competent
engineer to act under the general direction of the commission on Irrigation. In addition to the?e duties he
should also be locating agent for the
United States land commission dispensing with the salary and expenses
of such locating agent as now allowed
by the United States law, which
amount to more than the territorial
engineer would cost, and prove an actual saving In money besides obtaining
his services In other Important matters necessary to the proper administration of our land grant. He should
be a territorial officer with a reasonable salaiy and allowance for traveling
expenses and necessary assistants in
the performance of his duties, to be
paid upon itemized and verified vouchers. This office need be of no expense
to the territory, as the compensation
would be a necessary and proper
charge against the lands selected and
located to be paid out of the proceeds
of their Eale or lease, as Is done In
payment of accounts of the locating
agent at present.
The report of the United States land
commission accompanying thiB, fully
sets out the necessity for such an officer, and I would call your special attention to this report and ask your
earnest consideration of this recommendation.
Celebration at St, Louis of the One
Hundredth Anniversary of the
Louisiana Purchase.
Your body at Its last session, by
chapter lnO created a commission called the territorial board of Louisiana
Purchase Exposition managers of New
Mexico, the duty of which board was
to have charge of the collection and
preparation of the exhibits of the territory for said exposition at the t.
Louis world's fair of 1903, and appropriated $20,000 for the carrying out of
the provisions of the act, and made a M.
levy of
of a mill upon the
Coal oil Inspector, exhibit N.
taxable property of the territory to
Cattle sanitary board, exhibit O.
raise that amount. The act further
Sheep sanitary board, exhibit P.
provides in section 9 that the board
Hoard of health, exhibit Q.
should exist no longer than January
Board of Pharmacy, exhibit R.
1. 1901. It was then expected that this
I,ouislana
commission,
Purchase
exposition would take place In the exhibit S.
year 1903. but for reasons satisfactory
University report, exhibit T.
to the management and the United
Normal University report, exhibit
States government, which has made U.
a large appropriation to the exposition,
Normal fchool report, exhibit V.
Its opening was postponed until the
Military Institute report, exhibit W.
year 19o4. Therefore to enable this
School of Mines report, exhibit X.
board to perform its duties creditably,
College of Agriculture and Mechanand in accordance with the Intent of ical Arts report, exhibit Y.
the act, its life should be extended for
Peaf and Dumb Asylum report, exat least one year, or until January 1, hibit Z.
190"..
Insane Asylum report, exhibit &.
The exposition is nearer to our terriCapitol custodian committee report
tory thau any previous one which has exhibit .
been held In the United States, anil
Historical society report, exhibit
cur commercial, social and educational
interests with the city of St. Louis
They have been most carefully comhave always been clost and friendly. pared by the gentlemen who are familpersonal
special
and
bo that we have a
iar with the subject matter thereof,
interest In the success of that exposi- and "who know better than any one
tion, and should take a special pride else can, the conditions and needed
in making a creditable exhibit there legislation on the subjects reported
from this territory, anil to that end I upon.
Therefore the statements and
believe it to be necessary to continue recommendations
contained therein
the levy made by the last legislature, should receive your most careful conand that the appropriation should be sideration, as it will save you much
increased to $30,000. The board has
already secured a most excellent site
Don't Worry.
This is easier said than done, yet it
in the exposition grounds, and If it Is
not properly utilized It will lie a dis- may be of some help to consider the
of a matter. If the cause is something over
that gets your lungs sore and weak credit to the territory, instead preswhich you have no control It is obviand prves the way for pneumonia or benefit, and in my opininon the
ous that worrying will not help the
Is not sufconsumption, or both. Acker's Eng. ent appropriation of
matter In the least. On the other hand.
lish Remedy will stop the cough in a ficient for the purpose.
If
your control you have only
day and heal your lungs. It will cure Ancient Spanish Documents and Ar- to within
act. When you have a cold and fear
consumption, asthma, bronchitis and
an attack of pneumonia, buy a bottle
chives.
all throat and luci (roubles. PositiveI am in receipt of a letter from the of Chamberlain's (.'oukIi Remedy and
ly guaranteed, and money refunded If
and all cause for
use It
not satisfied, write to us for free sam honorable secretary of the Interior, worry asjudiciously
to the outcome will quickly
pie. W. H. Hooker & Co.. Buffalo N. accompanied by a letter from the 11b- disappear.
There is no danger of
V. J. H. OPielly & Co, and B. H. I rarian of congress, asking that the atpneumonia when it is used. For sale
Briggg & Co,
tention of this legislature be brought by all druggists.
semi-annu-

See the Prices Hee ine Goods.
8ingle buggy harness $.0.00 to $20.00.
Double buggy harness, $15.00 to $25.
X C and Brass Mounted, harness,
$15.50 to $20.00.
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
Saddles, $7.00 to $40.00.
Boys' eadJIes, $3.50 to $7.50.
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
Blankets, etc, etc.

iiilTmrtmg

ntrdr.
nar
anf
anltl ha bacaa taking roar Caararata. Blnra
r!lf
ha baa brfiD Uklnc Caacarata ha hu aarar had
tha haadaeha. Thar !
antlralf tint him.
Caie artta do what o rMommand hm
to do. I
fo tha

to the necessity of taking proper steps
for the presenvatlon of the ancient
Spanish and Mexican archives now In
the custody of the territorial librarian.
In which he suggests that thse archives be transferred to the library
cf congress at Washington, where
they will be more available to those
Interested In the history of the territory, and where they would be absolutely safe and properly classified and
'ndoxed without expense to the territory. This letter together with one
frcm the librarian cf emigres?, Is
transmitted herewith for your information.
Geological Survey.
The last legislature made an appropriation and Jevy for the purpose of
raising funds to assist in defraying
tha expenses of a geolog'eal survey of
the territory under the direction of
the United States government and
$9,529.S4 are now on hand for that purpose. The honorable secretary of the
Interior has called my attention to
the fact that the successful prosecution of such survey In several of the
states has been Impeded by Individuals refusing permission to the surveyors to enter upon their property
for the purpose of prosecuting their
work In the field, and he recommends
that an act be passed by your body
authorizing the persons employed In
making the same to enter upon private
property for that purpose, but without
any unneccessary interference of private rights. This seems to me a necessary measure In order to carry out
the Intent of the act of congress and of
the territorial legislature, and I would
recommend that Buch a bill be passed.
Historical Society.
The report of the historical society
which accompanies this shows Its Important work during the past two
years. As time goes- - on. Its present
work will be more appreciated. This
society Is Incorporated under the laws
of the territory and has been recognized for many years by an appropriation to assist it in carrying on its
work. Its rooms are appropriately In
the Old Palace building, and are furnished by the board of public lands
without expense for rent, and any appropriation which you make for this
deserving society will be used exclusively for the purchase and proper custody of rare articles of historic value,
and necessary printing connected with
carrying on the object of the association, which are for the benefit, present
and future, of the whole territory, and
I would recommend a liberal appropriation for that purpose.
Horticultural Interests.
The horticultural Interests of New
Mexico have become of very great Importance to our people in the last few
years. Thousands of dollars have been
and are being, Invested and splendid
results and profits are shown. Our
orchards should be protected and that
Interest should be encouraged In every way possible. The fruit of New
Mexico should be preserved in all Its
perfection, free from Insects, and to
that end I would recommend to you
the enactment of a law ample and
sufficient to fully protect that Industry, encourage and Increase the Investment In the same.
Reports.
The reports of the various territorial officers, boards, commissions and
institutions are submitted with this
message as a part thereof, and for convenience of reference are marked as
follows, for your Information:
Treasurer's report, exhibit A.
Auditor's report, exhibit II.
Superintendent of public instruction report, exhibit C.
United States locating land commission, exhibit P.
Commissioner of public lands, exhibit E.
Hoard of equalization, exhibit F.
Irrigation commission, exhibit G.
Hureau of immigration, exhibit H.
Penitentiary, exhibit. I.
Solicitor general's report, exhibit J.
Adjutant general's report, exhibit K.
Librarian, exhibit L.
Secretary of New Mexico, exhibit
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they are pleasant to the taste, but the medicinal virtues of Syrup of Figs are obtained from
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time and trouble as well as unnecssary
and perhaps conflicting legislation. I
do not go into any detailed statement
of the contents of these reports, deeming It your province to pass upon the
same, and that you will be governed
largely In your action by the reports
themselves.
'I have only briefly referred to matters which I deem of first Importance
for your action; as others may present
themselves I will advise you by special communication.
The time for your labor Is short and
and among the very first bills passed
by you should be the appropriation or
revenue act, so that there may be ample time to examine the same, and I
strongly urge that you do not allow
anything in that bill which Is not
strictly germane to the subject. At
some sessions the revenue act has
Important changes in general
laws and new enactments upon totally
different stibjects, which practice
should be avoided, and the bill confined strictly to matter of taxation and
appropriation.
Your responsibilities are great; your
actions will not only be scrutinized by
our people, but by the congress of the
United States and persons In the east
who will largely judge our capacity
for self government and statehood
from the character of our laws. New
Mexico Is now more In evidence before the people of the east than ever
before; capital and Immigration are

con-tallie- d

coming here, and we should be most
careful at this time not to give cause
for alarm to either. I snare this responsibility equally with you, and will
heartily assist so far as I officially can
In the passage of good laws, and shall
unhesitatingly decline to approve such
as I do not deem to be for the benefit
of the territory, leaving the whole responsibility of such upon you.
I congratulate you upon the happy
conditions under which you assemble
for your grave duties; that our fair
territory Is and has been unvexed by
the Btrlkes and lawlessness that have
caused so much suffering and bloodshed in the older states of the east;
that our laws have been enforced with
justice and Impartiality, and that the
past two years In New Mexico have
bee'.i peaceful an.1 prosperous.
MIGUEL A. OTERO, Governor.
Tinds Way To Live Lone..
The startling announcement
of a
discovery that will surely lengthen life
Is made by editor O. H. Downey, of
Churubusco, Ind., "I wish to state," he
writes, "that Dr. King's New Discovery
for consumption Is the most infallible
remedy that I have ever known for
coughs, colds and grip. It's invaluable
to people with weak lungs. Having
this wonderful medicine no one need
dread pneumonia or consumption. It's
relief Is Instant and cure certain." All
druggists guarantee every 50c and
$1.00 bottle, and give trial bottles free.

Have your nouse wen ventilated bj
using a Peninsular
base brrner.
Whitney Company.
Tin, gaivamzeo irou ana copper
wors. Albuquerque Hardware compa

nr.

We are sole agents for Wheeler
Wlison sewing machines. Albert
305 Railroad avenue.

Fa-tie-

r,

Hahn'a Cerril.os Lump4 '
lasts a third longer than any other
coal on the market but costs- - no more.
$5.00 per ten.
Plumbing.
Wc have adied a plumbing depart-men- t
and tin shop to our buslneea.
When you have anything In this line
to be done eee us about It before placing your order. Albuquerque Hardware company.
Let us figure on your plumblng.r At
buquerque Hardware company.
Our green tag sale Is on again. Some
folks may think that's funny, but to
the thoughtful it Is plain. It's because
we need the money.
SIMON STERN,
The Railroad Avenue Clothier, i

0000000005
000000 000-Nothing will be more appreel- O
-

O ated by your wife or girl than one O
O of those beautiful black dret pat- - O
O terns. Prices to suit your purse. O
O
LION STORE.
O

OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO

NAVAJO BLAHKETS.
Visit the Navajo Blanket Headquarters of

THE HYDE
v

EXPLORING EXPEDITION
and see the Largest Stock of Indian Goods in

Existences di We Supply the World.

205 South

&.

Opposite Santa Fe Depot.

First Street
Albuquerque, New Hexico

P000000CC00Oi.
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THE
CITY

COUNCIL

Resolution on House Numbering to be
j

Enforced.
MILK

Our Cut Prices
on

felt

Goods and broken

lines of ken's, women's

AND CHILDREN'S SHOES ARE MONEY SAVERS.

WE WANT TO
DISPOSE OP EVERY PAIR DURING THE NEXT TWO WEEKS AND
HAVE REDUCED THE PRICES TO SUCH AN EXTENT THAT WE
ARB SURE TO SUCCEED.
SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY.
SHOES FOR MEN OR WOMEN
. 9 1.00
SHOES FOR MEN OR WOMEN
$3.50
SHOES. FOR MEN OR WOMEN
.5j$3.25
SHOES FOR MEN OR WOMEN
.$3.00
SHOES FOR MEN OR WOMEN
.$2.85
SHOES FOR MEN OR WOMEN
$2.50
FELT SLIPPERS
$1.35
PATENT LEATHER COLONIALS FOR WO-

.......
.......

MEN

$3.50

reduced
reduced
reduced
reduced
reduced

to $3.00
to $2.85
to $2.50
to $2.25
to $2.15"

reduced to
reduced to

$2.00
$1.15

reduced to

$1.85

CAUGHT RED HANDED,
as it were, with an overstock of apple
butter. Jams, Jellies, mince meals and
pickles for our space, so that these
toothsome dainties can be bought at a
reasonable figure this week. We have
everything for the tabel and kitchen
in the line of groceries that could pos
elbly be needed in high grade goods at
bed rock prices.

J

L. BELL & CO.

Noa. 118 and

South Second St.

Instead of Waiting....
TJntil the End of the Season, We Offer the Balance pf Our Felt Goods Now While You Still

Have Use for Them.
Felt Slippers, plain or fur trimmed, felt or leather soles, for

Wo-

:T. MUENSTERMAN:
224 South Second St.

Several important measured were
brought up.. discussed and acted upon,
by the city council last nisht at a regular meeting.
' All the bills, old and new, were disposed of, and the reports of the various city o9U'l:ls were real and approved.
The matter of the proper numbering
of houses was next Riven a wide (lis
'cusslon. An ordinance was passed by
the council of several years ago re
quiring under penalty of a fine that ev
cry house fronting a street or alley
tthonld be corrc-ctelnumbered. At
present this ordinance stems to have
been la'd aside and no hoed is given
it whatever.
The members of this
council decided that the ordinance
passed years aso was a. wise measure,
and they wish to Impress upon the
minds of the citizens that this ordinance Is still In force and must be obey- ey. A provision Is made by tne ordin
ance that a portion of the fine levied
be used for putting up the missing
numbers.
A motion was passed granting the
purchase of 500 additional feet of ser
vlceabi fire hose, upon the recommen
dation of Councilman Hubbs. Acting
Fire Chief Hubbs, who is also chair
man of the fire committee, addressed
the council, recommending the addition of ten or twelve men to the fire
department as emergency men, to ba
present at every fire. Their pay being
vieeable fire hope upon the reeommen- regulated "according to service at the
fire.

It was further stated by Mr. Hubbs
that the need of a competent and ex-

perienced fireman the act as chief was
urgent. An Improvement in the hy
drant system was necessary. A motion
was passed adopting the recommenda
tion and gave the acting chief the
power to add as many emergency men
as he deemed proper and necessary.
An ordinance,
providing for the
building of a sidewalk of vitrified
brick on the west side of the roadway between Railroad and Silver avenues. To petition the legislature to Increase the period of the mayor's tenure to two years Instead of one was
given a lengthy discussion.
Councilman Harrison was appoint
ed special representative of the coun
cil to have charge of any legislation
asked for In the interest of Albuquer
Prof. Welnzirl, of the University,
was appointed city chemist. Mr. Weln-z'.is a competent and experienced
bacteriologist and will beyond doubt
fill the position satisfactorily.
The
position provides for the proper and
careful Inspection of all milk sold in
the city. A salary of $250 was attached
to the office when created by the coun
rl

On diamonds, watcnes, etc., or any S The Whltson Music
food security; also household goods
will give a 20 per cent discount SS
stored with me; strictly confidential. X on the largest and most
complete X
Highest cash price paid for household
line of musical instruments, in- - X
foods. ' Automatic 'phone 120.
X eluding the best makes of pianos X
?v T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Oold avenue. X in the southwest.
X
XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
CITY N2W&.
FOR TREE8,rviNES, ETC.,
' Acorn base burners. The world's See
Whltcomb, Eighth and Tijeras.
standard. Whitney Comapny.
New Rag Carpets.
If you wish to give your gentleman
Made to order at my home, 1519
friend a nice present get a box of Klr-stc- r
South Second street; also rug making.
Bret. cigars.
Look into ' Klomwort's mark, od Mrs. E. L. Emerson.
North TUrd fctree'w lid has the nicest
Subscribe for The Citizen.
Cresn meats in the city.
in aaexlcaa drawn Tors, we are
hiring a big assortment. Albert
0. W. STRONG & SONS,
faber 305 Railroad avenue.
your
measGentlemen! let us utce
ure now for a. new suit. Our tailoring
Undertakers
jleaaes. Nettleton Tailoring Agency.
'
For your health's sake wear snoes
that protect the feet. For your feet's
Embalmers
sake wear shoes that are comfortable.
We supp!y the kind that are satisfac20 Years' Experience In this City
tory and will wear to please you. C.
May's Popular Priced Shoe Store, 208
North Second 8t
.West Railroad avenue.
BOTH PHONES.
Subscribe for The Citizen.

U
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From this date we place on sals
all our WINTER OVERCOATS,
comprising the latest styles In
alt new cuts, at a reduction from
our former low prices of

20
kyA

.q-

Everyone can
warm overcoat

afford

a good

at this figure.

L WASHBURN

1

Their Dance Last Night at Colombo
Hall a Grand Success.
BIG

CROWD

PRESENT.

,

28-2-

his-wor-

Prof. G. SylVester, the expert optician of Washington, D. C, who Is well
known to the citizens of Albuquerque,
is again in the city and will be at the
Columbus hotel, room 3. until Februa
ry 1. The professor has few eauals
!n his line, and the many satisfactory
"fittings" which he has made in this
place are his best recommendations.

New Norway mackerel, small size, 4
for 25c; large size, 15c each; mammoth bloater mackerel, 3c each; roll
herring 5c each; golden bloaers, 5c
each; Marinirte herring, 10c each;
Finan haddies, 17V4c lb.; smoked salmon, 25c lb.; halibut, 25c lb.; flaked
halibut, 12 c package; lunch herring,
25c lb.; sea quad, 12tycr can; caviar,
20c to $1.25 can. Try a can of
SAN JOSE MARKET.
Eno-Lab-

OAT81

A number of sizes In the latest
most desirable winter shirts,
ever Brought to the store. A
reward of 30 per cent or more
reduction, if you can find your
fit among them.

$1.25

Monarch

Stiff

Shirts

$1.25

Bimetallic

Stiff

Shirts

$1.25

and

Soft

Shirts

a.

OATS!!

car load of No. 1 white oats and
other feeds Just received at
A

J. F. PALMER'S,
501 North

First street.

Fancy dressed chickens, our specialty, fresh supply Wednesday. SAN
JOSE MARKET.
No Shortage of Coal Here.
Gallup and Cerrlllos lump; ,lso anthracite, always on hand. Hahn, both
'phones.

fJOLL 'EM UPS, a herring and dill
pickle wrapped, something good
and only 5c eacn, pickled salmon bellies, 17 c lb.; you will find us headquarters for everything In the fish line
and at lower prices than usually prevail on this class of goods. SAN JOSE
MARKET.

All $1.25 and $1.50 Fleeced

90c ? a Suit.
-

$2.50

All

A CLEAN SHAVE

you can always have wuen using
one of our fine tempered steel

razors. Our stock of fine cutlery is all of the best cutting
quality, whether it be carving
knives, pocket knives, shears,
or scissors.
We keep nothing
but the best quality, and our
prices have been ground down
as sharp as our cutlery.

n

Albuquerque Hardware Company
120 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

mm

The Railroad Ave.

Clothier.

South Second street, a few doors
north of postofflce.

E. J. POST

C. H. CONNER
DR.The Pioneer
Osteopath

& CO.

WHOLESALE
HARDWARE
Nails, Barbed Wire, Bailing Wire
and Bale Ties, Roofing Iron, Bar
Iron, Iron Pipe, Pipe Fittings,
Steam Fittings, Brass Valves.

KtMatat

the Lowest Prices

0? Now Mexico

ENGINEERS' and MACHINISTS' SUPPLIES

Cures by the

Science of Osteopathy
are Known as
All

Office:

COURT.

Which
Curable.
Send for Osteopathic literature.
Consultation Free.
Diseases

21-2-
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Whiting Block

One Man Violates New Year's Resolu
tion and Goes to the Chain Gang.

The spell has been broken, after
twenty days of the evil effects of New
Year's resolutions, one drunk was
placed on the mourner's bench at police court this morning. Judge Crawford stated that thlB was a record
breaker, and that a few of these
twenty day stretches would be detri
mental to the police funds.
The offender this morning gave his
name as Walter D. Mattls. He claims
to te a railroad man on his way to his
home in Kansas. He hit this place
broke, and soaked his watch. The
watch money was used to soak up considerable booze. When he went broke
at the wheel he set up a pitiful cry of
being touched. But his story didn't
go with the police and he was thrown
In. The Judge gave him five days of
labor on the streets.
Mrs. Kelly's Funeral.

services at the church of the Immacu
late Conception will commence at 9 a
ociock sharp. Father Mandaiari will a
sing tne nign, mass auu iue neuiui
choir, directed by Mrs. Shlnlck, will

Underwear

Simon
StCM

MONEYIOLOANi

209

Wool

SI. 90 a Suit.

street.

A.' H. YANOW

Un-

derwear

Notice.
'
The Rico Cafe serves the best meals
In the city at 15 and 25 cents. Short
orders, 5 cents up. Ill North First

On diamonds, watches or any good
security. Great bargains In watches
of every description.

$1.75

rag

THE HOPPING HOME.
Touched by Thieves and Valuables
Purloined.
The home of Mrs. Elizabeth L. Hopping was entered by thieves between
2 and 4 o'clock yesterday
afternoon
and about $14 in money, a gold watch
belonging to Clyde Hopping, a grand-osof Mrs. Hopping, and several other
small articles taken. 'Entrance was
gained through a rear window. Trunks
were broken open, bureau drawers
pulled out and the contents scattered
over the floor. Even two old trunks
which were stowed away in the attic,
were .broken open. ' The robbers were
undoubtedly after money, as not a
thing in the house, in which money
might be concealed, was left untouched.
Mrs. Hopping left the house about 2
o'clock to make some calls and re
turned about 4 o'clock, when the robbery was discovered. The police were
notified of the bold daylight robbery
and are wormng with considerable energy to locate the thieves.

,

I.

The Room of J. F. Gonzales Entered
and Things Taken.
The room of J. F. Gonzels, over the
Rico Cafe, on North First street, was
entered Sunday night by some sneak
thief and robbed of two watches and
personal effects to the amount of $100.
Mr. Gonzales, who Is employed at Leon
Hertzog's store on North First street,
was away the night of the robbery, but
the room was occupied by his brother.
The thief, who from all appearances,
was well acquainted with the premises
and did
systematically. It is
thought that the room was entered
about 2 o'clock In the morning. The
police are working on the case.

anni-versar-

Scott.

Mrs. Mary Kelly's funeral and burial
will take place tomorrow morning, jThe

E.

SNEAK THIEF.

TRAINMEN.

cil.

POLICE

Overcoats

RAILWAY

A largo and merry crowd were In at
tendance at the first annual ball of the
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen at
Colombo hall last night.
The colors and emblem of the order adorned the stage. The music,
furnished by tlve, Berry orchestra, was
ol a nature to Inspire a feeling of enjoyment in the gay dancers.
The success of this pleasant affair
Is due to the efforts of the following
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
,
committees:
Arrangement J. H. hnerldan. Fred
There will he a meeting of the Hall Hunsate. M. G. McDonald. T. H.
& Lcarnard band at the city hall this
W. C. Mason.
evening.
Reception G. E. Wilson, J. H. Stew- W. F. Taliafeno. with the Santa Fe fart, A. M. Patt?r8on, J. H. Sheridan,
at Topeka, was an Albuquerque visitor J. i:. Ulake, C. W. Oaugherty. XI. B.
yesterday.
Patton, M. J German, C. C. Ward. G.
Meeting of the Central tabor union Hayne?, T. H. McMahan, J. Slaughter-beck- .
tomorrow night at Carpenters' hall on
W. J. Joy. N. Selser, N. T.
West Gold avenue.
Mayes.
R. P. Hall,, proprietor of the AlbuFloor F. HunRRte. W. C. Mason, M.
querque foundry, has returned to the G. McDonald, H. Kirch and E. Morris.
city from Hollywood. Cal.
A program of twenty regular dances
Henry Brockmpier, of the firm of and five extras was danced.
The
Brockmeler & Cox. plumbers, is at guests of the trainmen enjoyed themBelen looking over the situation.
selves Immensely.
The Ladies' auxiliary to the St. Joseph's hospital Is holding a work meetW. V. Wolvtn, 73. V. S Cental Surgeon Santa Fe Pacific Railroad, G:ant
ing at the hospital this afternoon.
Orrln Smith, for some time an em- tlock. Both 'phones.
ploye of E. J. Post & Co . has gone to
The Adkinsons Anniversary.
the City of Mexico, to seek employThe
Los Angeles Timeo of a recent
ment.
Solomon Benjamin left this morning date gives 1 lengthy account of the
celebration
for Natchez. Miss. He will bring a silver wedding
wife back to Albuquerque when he re- of Rev. and Mrs. A. W. Adkinson, pastor of the Long Beach Methodist
turns.
The Albuquerque guards will drill at church. The Rev. Mr. Adkinson was
Grant hall tonight. The boys are tak- pastor of the Lead Avenue Methodist
ing more interest in the organization church for several years. The function took place at the church parsonand good results are expected.
age on First street. Long Beach, and
N. H. Andrus, a skilled watchmaker,
was largely attended. The house was
who has been (With Arthur Everitt for
beautifully decorated with flowers and
several weeks,' has decided to make evergroen. A
number of out of town
Albuquerque his future home, and has
were present, among them
telegraphed his wife and family at visitors
pastors of many churches.
Nebraska City, Neb., to make preparations to move to this city.
COMING EVENTS.
Mr. and Mrs. Milt Spanaugh, of Arkansas City, Kan., who have been
Thursday Evenings Dance at Odd
visiting In El Paso, spent yesterday Fellows hall given by Mrs. B. Frank
In the city visiting with Mr. and Mrs. Fillmore.
J. A. Roush, 609 First street. They
Thursday evenings Dance at Grant
left this morning for home. Mr. hall given by Mrs. Rosa Berry.
Spanauglo is an engineer on the San
January 27 "Casey's Troubles" at
ta Fe, running out of Arkansas City.
Colombo hall.
The Ladies' Aid society of the Lead
January
The Curtis Comedy
Avenue Methtfalkf Episcopal 4 church company at Colombo hall. .
will meet at Mrs. W. W. Strong's on
January 30 Elleroy Royal Italian
Thursday afternoon. The hostess will band at, Colombo hall.
serve a tea for the benefit of the soMarch Schubert Sympothny club
ciety. A very enjoyable time is an quartet at Colombo hall.
ticipated. Ladies please bring your
Nut Meats. 50c lb.;
thimbles.
f,
SHELLED Pecan almonds,
5oc lb.;
Fresh cheese straws. SAN JOSE salted peanuts, 20c lb. SAN JOSE
MARKET.
MARKET.

John Heddln was officially appointed fireman. Mr. Heddln has been acting In the capacity of driver of the decompany X partment since the resignation of Mr.

MONEY TO LOAN.

if

APPOINTED.

que- -

Men,

men and Children, also Infants' Romeos and carriage boots; all go at cost
to close them out. Get your size while they last.

Opposite Poit office.

INSPECTOR

furnish the music. After mass, the remains will be taken to Santa riarbara
cemetery for Interment.
Mrs. Kelly
was a member of the Married Ladles'
sodality In good standing, having been
received into the sodality on the 8th
of Pccem!er, 1900. The members of
the sodality are requested to attend
the funeral at the church. The officers
of the sodality are In a special manner
expected to be present. Albert Kelly,
oldest son of the deceased, reached the
city from Spokane. Wash., last night.
He and M. Kelly, the other son, who
lives In the city, are the only relatives
attending the funeral. Albert Kelly
is a Knight of Columbus. Four oflicers
of the sodality will act as honorary
pall benrers, and six Knights of Columbus will be n attendance.
All friends of the family are Invited
to attend. Please omit flowers.

.. ,

ALVARADO

TRY THE

....

Souvenir Teaspoons, beautiful new die work,
from the best photograph of the "Hotel
Alvarado" ever taken. Gold bowl.

POSTAL PHARMACY

PRESCRIPTIONS

ONLY 91.50 iSACII.
E. A. PAQE.Fh.U.

....EVERITT...
THE DIAMOND PALACE
Albuquerque's Leading Jeweler
Railroad Ave

Manager.

S. VANN

&

SON,

Proprietors.

